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ABSTRACT
The following exploratory project used a qualitative mixed method approach by means of a
preliminary blog analysis of thirty-seven blogs and twenty-five semi-structured interviews for data
collection on individuals known as digital nomads. The theoretical foundations of this study are
centered on practice theory, structuration theory, as well as discussions surrounding cultural
identity. The project’s aim is to increase our understanding of the digital nomad phenomenon by
asking four research questions: Who are the digital nomads? How is digital nomadism practiced?
Why choose to live on the move? Is digital nomadism sustainable? The discussion includes how the
digital nomad identity is transformed and practiced and how it differs from its popularized media
stereotype, how and why individuals are choosing to live and work location independently, and
includes a partial determination if this choice is shifting into a new sustainable way of life.
The project revealed a relationship between individualism, mobility, and loneliness. The
data suggests that participants are constantly searching for a sense of belonging, for a community to
generate social solidarity. Unfortunately, digital communities alone do not appear sufficient in this
task, and constant movement presents a barrier to more meaningful relationships. This results in a
need for deeper non-computer-mediated human interaction, and eventually the decision to become
semi-nomadic. Additionally, three self-identification categories were used by participants, each
with distinguishable meanings, tensions, and uses: location independent, digital nomad, and global
citizen. The key element that bonds this group together is the freedom ideology; an ideological
sense of occupational and geographical autonomy gained by eschewing their previous sociocultural
constraints in favor of others which allow for more individualized control. This desire to govern
one’s own path is also indicative of late-modernity which presents a climate of general mistrust
towards institutional systems, both formal and informal. Findings suggest that the act of living in a
fully neo-nomadic manner are indeed economically sustainable, however emotionally less so.
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INTRODUCTION
Four main questions guided this exploratory research which attempts to provide a deeper
understanding of the mounting digital nomad phenomenon. Who are the digital nomads? How is
digital nomadism practiced? Why choose to live on the move? Is digital nomadism sustainable?
These four questions have been divided into chapter-focused discussions. This research was
conducted using mixed qualitative methods based on a social constructivist approach. Through
an initial blog content analysis and later semi-structured interviews with twenty-five digital
nomads, we can expand our knowledge of who they are, how they do it, the motives behind the
digital nomad phenomenon, and examine the sustainability of living on the move long-term.
In the first chapter, the question asked who are the digital nomads? This chapter aims to
enhance our understanding of what bonds this group together to make it meaningful. This
question looked to paint a picture of the global digital nomad population in terms of nationalities,
education, age, gender, and sociocultural factors. This chapter also examines how they define
themselves and generate meaning. The use of three distinctive identity categories were
uncovered termed digital nomad, global citizen, and location independent, as well as a variety of
ways in which they display their social differences through identity politics. Furthermore, the
everyday lives as described by the interview participants combat the popularized media image of
the digital nomad, which further explains why many choose to distance themselves from the term
as an identity marker.
The second question, and the theme of chapter two was natural in its evolution. How do
they do it? This question looks to address the details involved in managing this alternative way
of life. The data gathered revealed that there is more to it than just working remotely online.
While remote work certainly helps afford the lifestyle, it is not what makes it unique (not all
remote workers are nomadic, for example). Technological-savviness may enable virtual
1

employment, but it also allows digital nomads to stay in contact with friends, family, and virtual
communities, including knowledge sharing communities which offer limitless strategies for
living on the move. Such topics include trip-planning, house- or pet-sitting to save money on
room and board costs, the use of reward points to cut travel expenses, and even how to earn
residencies or citizenships from other countries to ease traveling across borders and tax
obligations.
While the chapter two addresses how to live as a digital nomad, chapter three addresses
the why. Why are people choosing to live this way? What motivating factors play a role in
influencing the choice for location independence? The data suggests these factors are structural,
where economic, political, or socioculturally based dynamic forces, or a combination thereof, are
shaping individual actions, albeit under more self-imposed conditions. The data also reveals a
relationship between individualism, mobility, and loneliness. The new social context of latemodernity heightens self-reflexivity and individualism. By integrating mobility into economic
strategies and lifestyles, nomadic expatriates (those who live outside their native country (Farh et
al 2010)) enable discussions around the notion of globalization and sociocultural change. This
especially includes the rise of post-national phenomena correlated with the intensification of
transnational flows (D’Andrea 2006). Transnationalism, which is argued to be weakening the
power of the nation-state (Huff 2014), is deterritorializing societies while interconnecting them
globally (D’Andrea 2006). As a result of this societal fragmentation, people are adopting a more
universalistic identity (Hall, 1996) and the ideological trend towards digital nomadism can be
viewed as an example of this phenomenon. However, an unexpected consequence of this
combination of individualism and mobility is a sense of loneliness. Many respondents stated
their loneliness stems from being unable to relate to friends and family back home or that
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friendships made on the road are more superficial.
This leads to the final research question, chapter four, is this choice a sustainable way of
life? From the information gathered, the answer to this is yes and no. While digital nomadism is
economically sustainable, emotionally it does not appear to be so. The high proportion of
loneliness exemplified by the respondents shows that there is a need for a deeper human
connection their current way of life does not fulfill. While at present the freedoms allotted by
location independence seem to outweigh this pitfall, many stated that they did not see themselves
living completely nomadic, with no permanent residence and moving every few weeks or
months, indefinitely. Their constant search for identity and a search for a collective sense of
social solidarity by creating and joining virtual communities shows that belonging is important.
However, virtual communities appear to be insufficient. This overall lack of community and
deficient sense of belonging may be what prompted bloggers to suggest the idea of seminomadism, where they would establish roots someplace (or several places) but still maintain their
ability to be location independent. Furthermore, all respondents stated they felt their lifestyle was
sustainable, and that more people were likely to choose digital nomadism in the future

Theoretical Framework
The theoretical foundation of this project is centered on practice and structuration theory,
and is also influenced by cultural identity theory. Elements of the framework are from French
sociologist and philosopher, Pierre Bourdieu’s, Theory of Practice. Practice theory is a balance
where societal structure and individual actions both create and equate to social phenomena
(Mahar, Harker, and Wilkes, 1990; Postill, 2010). The project framework is also founded on
Giddens (1991) structuration theory and ideas about self-identity. Structuration theory notes that
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increased rates of change are a characteristic of late-modernity, and globalization forces
penetrate our daily lives through society’s social systems.
Bourdieu attempts to overcome the dualities of a structuralist versus agency perspective.
He explains that ‘practice’ or ‘strategy’ is the complex interplay of field, habitus, and capital
(Walther, 2014, p. 7). Habitus, a system of thinking, feeling, perceiving and behaving that is
engendered by history and internalized by individuals (Walther, 2014), has been argued as the
performative dimension of identity. It is the practice behind certain categories of belonging
(Schneider and Lang, 2014). Habitus guides our strategy, our sometimes-unconscious practice,
which aims to achieve our objectives through procurement and investment in particular types of
capital within a social field (Walther, 2014).
Additionally, habitus groups individuals who share similar positions in the social field
together. Identities then provide labels, or terms to self-identify under, to those who belong in
these certain groups (Schneider and Lang, 2014). Bringing together the concepts of identity and
habitus enables a way to link identity to ‘practice’ or ‘strategy’, and to the agency versus
structure dialectic overall. One can examine how identities are being situated in tacit practice.
Identity is fluid and constantly negotiated through social interactions over time (Hall,
1990; Stets and Burke, 2000; Eriksen, 2010). Hall (1990) discusses cultural identity as a process
of “becoming” as well as “being” (p. 225). He argues that cultural identity does not sit outside of
time and place. It belongs to the future and to the past because while cultural identities constantly
undergo transformation, they also have histories. Cultural identity theory can assist with
examining how digital nomads position themselves in certain contexts, such as for stigma
management or to reach a desired outcome of a situation or interaction. Different identities are
simply the names we use to position ourselves within past narratives. Therefore, how global late-
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modern identities are being constantly re-positioned and transformed within the changing
narratives of society, culture, and power will be analyzed.
Giddens’ (1991) structuration theory recognizes a global dynamic structure susceptible to
constant change, whose guiding institutions are reflexive and founded upon historical
knowledge. Late-modernity also has a duality of structure, where social structures equally
constrain individual agency as well as empower it. For example, digital nomads’ ‘freedom’ to
work remotely and travel is also constrained by global capitalism and the limits of media
technology. Additionally, the construction of a self-identity is the new norm in late-modern
society. This can be done in multiple ways including consumption, relationships, and health
regimens.

New Structural Context
Globalization forces are contributing to rapid societal change and blending economic,
political, and sociocultural boundaries. Processes of identity construction are now more fluid,
causing what has been termed a ‘crisis of identity’ (Hall, 1990, p. 596). Traditional bonds of
meaning building are breaking down. This accelerated change is in turn diffusing new ideas,
meanings, and values across the globe, presenting individuals with new choices previously
unavailable to them. With new access to numerous points-of-view via the internet and
international media, individuals can now question the norms and assumptions in which they
placed their trust. Digital nomads can be viewed as a response to this new structural context, a
new group which is creating new bonds of meaning, in conjunction with the destabilization of
their pre-established sociocultural structures and institutions.
The once familiar cultural landscapes such as class, nationality, and occupation are
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transforming, and with them our identities must constantly be reconstructed to offset the doubt
and uncertainty that characterizes this late-modern era.1 Some individuals grasp these changes as
opportunities within fragmented and fluctuating transnational structures. This new structural
context gives way to uncertainty, but also to new groups who are able to embrace contemporary
social conditions.
Digital nomads prioritize mobility over sedentism, the practice of living in one place for a
long period of time (Hirst, 2017), but our late-modern society remains geographically-fixated,
despite the confusion caused by globalization forces. The term “globalization” can be referred to
as, “those processes [and forces of change], operating on a global scale, which cut across
national boundaries, integrating and connecting communities and organizations in new spacetime combinations, making the world in reality and in experience more interconnected,” (Hall,
1996, p. 619). Wallerstein (1979) noted that capitalism has from its inception been an affair of
the world economy, not solely an affair of nation states. Capital aspirations, therefore, are not
limited nor determined by national boundaries. The compression of time and space from the
increasing speed of global change is causing the world to feel smaller and distances to seem
much closer (Hall, 1996).
Digital nomads, through strategic uses of agency within new structural constraints,
transform postmodern conditions of uncertainty and constant change into new opportunities
within a global society (Eriksen and Schober, 2016). Examples of these strategic identity
practices range from virtual employment (Hargarten and Meurer, 2017) to dual- even tricitizenship acquisition (Kotka, 2017) to virtual and corporeal community development
(Hargarten and Meurer, 2017) in order to ease the exchange of capital transnationally, despite
country of origin. With loosened structural constraints comes a wider array of individual choices,
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and much less social guidance.
Concurrently, as we trend towards global interdependence, national identities are
weakening, replaced by an emphasis on impermanence, difference, and cultural pluralism, also
referred to as the ‘global postmodern’ (Hall, 1996, p. 621). Hall (1990) has described this
identity fragmentation as an identity crisis, indicating that global processes of identity formation
must be analyzed. For digital nomads, late-modern conditions bring about opportunity, and the
ability to transform identity practices onto new social fields (through capital) can reestablish a
sense of stability (Eriksen and Schober, 2016, p. 9). They challenge the monolithic constructs of
occupation, such as ‘weekend’, ‘9 to 5’, and ‘40-hour work week’ by exercising their social
rights and labor mobility in the common market (especially through digital platforms:
marketplaces that bring buyers and sellers together online (Huws, 2014)).
Digital nomadism was born out of a capitalistic structure, constrained by its very
beginnings. Giddens (1991) explained that the institutions of modernity shape, yet are also
shaped by, new mechanisms of self-identity (p. 2). Location independence can be viewed as a
response to changing social conditions caused by globalization forces. Ortner (2003) stated that,
“True agency is locked in a dialectic with capital, enabled or constrained by it, on the one hand,
and reproducing or transforming it, on the other,” (p. 205). We can see this interplay between
agency and capital as digital nomads, a mobile and technologically-mediated category of
travelers, tend to blur the lines of work and leisure through their freedom to work anywhere in
the world as long as they have an internet connection (Richards, 2015, p. 343). The internet is
their key source for economic stability, information and community engagement (Richards and
Wilson, 2004; Richards, 2015).
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New way of life or rationalization not to conform?
The choice for location independence could be argued as an individual justification for
not being able to or wanting to maintain a more mainstream occupation, such as a job requiring
set hours and a specific location for performing work-related duties and tasks in order to earn a
living. The issue with this view is it portrays such individual choice as incompetence or
unwillingness to work and ignores the social changes currently reshaping the standards and
values of contemporary society, including those surrounding the notion of respectable
employment.
As surrounding structures undergo significant changes they cause what Durkheim
referred to as anomie (McCloskey, 1976). He expressed that rapid social and economic change
can bring about a discrepancy between what is considered the common standards and values and
those actually viewed as possible in everyday life. For example, this may explain why today we
see a decline in once highly valued institutions such as home ownership. Although home
ownership remains a highly valued social institution, the economic crisis of 2008 combined with
the capability to live without a permanent address may be changing how people actually value
owning a home.
Society is transforming faster than ever before due to the increased speed of information
exchange which characterizes this late-modern era. Giddens (1991) explains modernity as a posttraditional order, where sociocultural relations are freed from the clutches of definite locales and
reorganizes them across time and space (2). Technological advances have enabled social changes
such as the ability to work ethnicity, education level, and occupation remotely. This is in turn has
altered the structure of the workplace and created new occupational options for many. Therefore,
an argument can be made that location independence is not an individual justification or issue.
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Given the severity of the social changes taking place and the number of people self-identifying
with the digital nomad identity and the desire for location independence, digital nomads are a
new social phenomenon.
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BACKGROUND
Nomad Etymology
The etymology of the term “nomad” dates as far back as the late 16th century (Nomad,
n.d.). The term “digital nomad” does not appear, however, until 1997 in the influential and
pioneering book, Digital Nomad, by Makimoto and Manners (1997). The authors envisioned an
emergent group that will be a direct result of combining new telecommunication technologies
and our natural desire to explore. They explain that understanding this group will be essential to
formulating strategic business plans in years to come (Makimoto and Manners 1997). Makimoto
and Manners (1997) had mainly commercial motives for examining digital nomadism, and could
not have foreseen the global, cross-cultural, and cross-disciplinary impact such a community
would have two decades later. Nor could they have foreseen that they would be first to publish
the term to be extensively used as an identity marker by 2013 (Richards 2015).

This excerpt is pulled from the Author’s Note in Digital Nomad:

The world’s major technology companies are targeting the lifestyle of the ‘mobile
professional’ in developing the tools for leading a nomadic business life. In time
these tools will become cheap enough for everyone, and the biggest lifestyle
change for 10,000 years … will be delivered to most people in the developed
world. People will therefore be able to ask themselves, ‘Am I a nomad or a
settler?... This is the message of DIGITAL NOMAD. (P. Author’s Note)
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From Backpackers to Flashpackers
Academics have compared the phenomena of backpacking and digital nomads (Richards
and Wilson, 2004; Paris, 2010) where the former is argued to be the pioneers of mobility in a
new contemporary age, and the latter a technologically-mediated subgroup of backpacking
(Richards and Wilson 2004). Paris, (2010) defines a nomad as, “a wanderer, a person who roams
about, a person with no fixed residence,” (p.1). This definition fits the public image of a nomad
but needs to be re-evaluated to include modern developments which have further separated
digital nomads from the ideologies of their backpacking parentage. Digital nomads are
considered to be an evolved form of the iconic backpacker, with their emphasis on technology,
also known as flashpacking, separating them from the backpacking tradition (Paris, 2010).

The Marginalization of Nomadic Peoples
"Nomad" is a Latin term derived from the Greek nemein in 1579 meaning, "member of a
wandering pastoral people," in its initial use (Nomad, n.d.). Today, the term holds a number of
societal and cultural meanings, including some that pull away from its Arcadian roots, while
preserving its wayfaring notions in an idealistic manner. However, this quixotic mentality of
perpetual travel is a much more recent development within the last couple decades. The
preceding societal outlook on individuals who chose to live without a permanent residence had
often viewed such persons as social deviants, and they were generally stigmatized as
irresponsible, socially inadequate, and even barbaric (McVeigh 1997, Cohen 2011). The
civilized were classified as sedentary, where the barbarian was classified as nomadic.
Cohen (2011) suggests that a terminological net has been cast around tourists of this
nomadic nature including "drifter", "hippie", "wanderer", "nomad", "vagabond", "gypsy" and
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"tramp", along with many others, all with that air of social deviancy (p. 1536). Use of these
words force a societal image of a truant or nonconformist from more affluent societies. This
thinking is enforced politically through national policies, such as the passing of the Criminal
Justice and Public Order Act in 1994 in the United Kingdom (Clark and Taylor 2014). This act
was designed to, "deal with New Age Travellers and the free festival culture," by identifying all
nomadic populations as, "'folk devils' at odds with the Conservative values of the day," (Pickard
2014, 173).
The act forces nomadic populations into a number of requirements that go against their
culture, including residing on property only purchased by their community, while restricting
what land can be purchased for which uses (among others), despite their mobile nature (Pickard
2014). This negative image of nomadic populations, specifically Gypsies in this context, is still
heavily promoted. Ruth Lister (2006, cited in Pickard 2014), an emeritus professor of social
policy at Loughborough University and current member of the UK's parliament in the House of
Lords, has argued the viewpoint that, "Gypsies and Travellers occupy a 'second class citizenship
status' in contemporary Britain,'" (Lister 2006, Pickard 2014, 174). Such policy is just an
example of how nomads have occupied a marginalized position in society, possibly even more so
in modern societal structures, with disregard from the dominant discourse of the tangible
constraints they have inflicted upon mobile subpopulations.

New Lifestyle Travelers
Despite such cynical connotations, the perception surrounding nomadism is changing.
More recently, terms have risen that drop the derogatory undertone, including backpacker,
lifestyle traveler, digital nomad and global nomad (Paris, 2010; Cohen 2011; Makimoto and
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Manners 1997; Richards 2015; Kannisto 2016). We can observe that today's trends are
revolutionizing, even romanticizing, the image of those who choose location independence.
Furthermore, through digital nomads’ connectedness to multiple global networks from virtually
anywhere they have means to move fluidly across the planet (O’Regan, 2008). In a study done
by Cohen (2011) of what he has termed ‘lifestyle travelers’ he concludes that many long-term
travelers do not perceive their mobility as aimless wandering or casual drifting, but instead view
their persistent movement as filled with purpose, meaning, and values (p. 1535). An article from
the pop culture online media outlet, The Local, argues that digital nomadism is on the rise and
describes it as, “someone whose profession allows them to be location independent whether as
an entrepreneur or remote worker,” (Brown, 2017). The article addresses the positive aspects of
becoming location independent, indicating a sense of freedom and adventure as opposed to the
ordinary drudges of those who practice sedentism and socially constrained location-dependence.

Technological Advancement
The mobility preference.
The internet and advances in telecommunication technologies, such as Wi-Fi, e-mail,
blogs, Skype, Facebook, among countless others, broke the constraint of physical presence in the
workforce. As a result, persons are taking to occupations that allow them to work remotely,
especially in an online environment (Reichenberger, 2017, p. 8). Grasping at this new
opportunity, individuals are virtually and physically gathering to what can be argued as verging
on a social movement (Martin, 2013).
New and increasing mobile trends in current travel and tourism practices are evidence of
globalization forces invoking new patterns of mobility worldwide (USTA 2010). The internet
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presents individuals with new choices and alternate points-of-view to embark and explore.
Cybertourism is considered a significant incitement to travel and may play a role in the rising
number of international travelers in spite of economic downturns and geopolitical crises, such as
international acts of terror (O’Reilly, 2006, p. 1000; Paris, 2010).
The location independent community is challenging the limiting pre-established notions
of occupation and leisure and redefining what it means to be successful in a globalizing world.
Autonomous corporeal and virtual mobility, along with a desire to travel, as opposed to the
sedentary nature of the dominant culture, appear to be at the core of the digital nomad identity
(Hargarten and Meurer, 2017).
The global connectedness and implications of the constant and rapid sharing of ideas,
objects, capital, and people make mobility, “a contested ideological construct involving so much
more than mere movement,” (Salazar, 2011, p. 576). The application of the mobility concept will
allow a new perception of how data and information is not only transmitted between individuals
and groups, but also practiced by them in a companionable relationship.
An example of a mobile implication is expressed by Makimoto (2013), one of the first
authors to publish the term "digital nomad," in 1997, in regard to the electronics market.
Makimoto (2013) describes technological advances, such as how mobile electronics are
becoming smaller and smarter, transforming into a "nomadic tool," (Makimoto, 2013, p. 41). He
explains, "Computer, consumer, and communication products are all converging in a single
category, intelligent mobile devices. In the past, there were clear boundaries between the
consumer, computer, and communication markets, but these boundaries are now disappearing,
resulting in 'market convergence'," (Makimoto, 2013, p. 41).
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Social media influence.
Social media content has grown exponentially over the past eighteen years, with the first
blog arguably created in 2000 (Magnini et al. 2011, 535). In 2004, Herring et al. noted the use of
web-logs (now known as blogs), “as the latest genre of Internet communication to attain
widespread popularity” (p. 1). To demonstrate just how rapid this rise in blog popularity was, in
2006 a new blog was created every second, and in 2006 there were 60 times more blogs than in
2003 (Magnini et al. 2011, 536).
In 2013, social media sites were being accessed by 4.2 billion people via a mobile device.
In addition to this, the most popular social media sites, such as Facebook, were being accessed
on average five times a day (Chung and Koo, 2013, p. 215). Due to this fast growth in social
media development and use, travelers and tourists, “are increasingly considering online opinions
when making their travel decisions” (Magnini et al., 2011, p. 536).

The advent of web 2.0.
Over two-thirds of American travelers, “are using the Internet to seek information and
economic value via novel channels including social media, mobile devices, and boutique travel
agencies” (Xiang et al. 2014, 523). This technology is considered the second generation of
World Wide Web (web 2.0), and is set apart from the first generation, known for static
webpages, by the addition of dynamic user content most notably through the use of social media
(Chung and Koo, 2014, pp. 215-217). Consumer mediated content (CMC), is a highly relative
characteristic to mobile identities, “The capacity for a prolonged sharing of travel experience
associated with [digital] communication is a way to confirm their belonging to the community,
and to continue the process of identity formation independently of interactions in contexts of
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proximity,” (Mascheroni, 2007, p. 534).
Travelers, including digital nomads, are valuing blogs as a source of information and
welfare stability when it comes to travel planning and designing strategies for sustainable
mobility, consumption practices, and identity nourishment. Even when they are not traveling,
“Consumers turn to blogs as a source of information because of the known power of word-ofmouth (W-O-M) in consumer psychology” … “W-O-M exerts a greater influence on judgments
than almost any other form of communication” (Magnini et al., 2011, p. 536; Sorensen, 2003).
The advent of web 2.0 technologies provides a powerful digital platform that facilitates
collaboration between people (Haiyan 2010). Online social media outlets, such as virtual
communities, blogs, wikis, and podcasts, help makeup this, “platform for ordinary consumers to
communicate and share their experience,” (Haiyan, 2010, p. 509). This sharing of experience has
allowed for the rise of many virtual communities and subcommunities, where any number of
topics are discussed. Between 2007 and 2012 the American use of the Internet stabilized and,
“important technological developments such as social media and mobile systems emerged and
grew to dominate the communication landscape,” (Xiang et al., 2014, p. 512). Xiang et al. (2014)
also discuss how with the advancement of web 2.0, “the Internet has changed from a ‘publishingbrowsing-platform’ to a ‘participation-interaction-platform’” (p. 512).
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APPROACH AND METHODS OF THE STUDY
This research began by coming across blogs dedicated to simultaneously living, working
and traveling for what seemed to be an indefinite period of time. The first question that came to
mind was how are these people able to do this? Upon further thought, the better questions were
what kind of people are able to do this, if they don’t live and work in their native culture, what
shapes their identity, and finally, is what they are doing truly sustainable and shaping into a new
way of life? A review of the current literature revealed dystopian prospects for government and
cultural institutions as well as a diminishing sense of national borders through liberatory shared
international media and work opportunities via the internet. Therefore, it is not surprising that
individuals of late-modernity are seeking alternatives.
This research contributes to our understanding of individuals who choose to live outside
of traditional norms as modern-day-nomads, and is focused specifically on the travelers known
as digital nomads. This project was exploratory in its nature through the use of mixed qualitative
methods based on a social constructivist approach. It explores the contexts in which digital
nomads (although not all prefer use of this term) look for a sense of belonging worldwide,
exhibit identity politics, practice their agency within ever-varying structural frameworks, and
examines the relationship between individualism (and the freedom ideology), mobility, and
loneliness.
The lack of definitive concepts to ascribe to the digital nomads creates issues in
quantifiably characterizing this phenomenon and what criteria subjects should adhere to.
Therefore, sensitizing concepts were used for a general sense of reference and guidance in
identifying participants. Based on information established from the available literature, these
concepts included the use of telecommunications technology and the internet to work remotely,
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opportunity for geographic spatial mobility, ability to work and travel simultaneously (location
independence), and the choice not to have a permanent residence.
This exploration was conducted first through a preliminary review of nomadic travel
blogs. Blog analysis was used as a preliminary data source to look for common themes due to
their accessibility. Those themes were then used to shape the later interview questions. Thus, data
was collected through twenty-five semi-structured interviews and a document analysis of thirtyseven blogs. Objects such as blogs and online forums such as Facebook groups can provide
background information as well as naturally-occurring data produced in the course of everyday
events (Marshall and Rossman, 2016, p. 181). Analysis of these artifacts lead to rich information
portraying the beliefs and values of individuals in this virtual setting (Marshall and Rossman,
2016, p. 164). These artifacts were analyzed through an inductive approach using grounded
theory.
The blog content and discourse analysis, which focused on bloggers’ original posts and
not online comments, allowed me to look for common words and phrases as well as how they
defined the idea of digital nomad compared to the term location independence. This was done by
reviewing auto-biographical posts known as About Me pages and a key term search on each
individual blog for topic-related posts. Key terms included location independence, digital nomad,
why travel, global or world citizen, choice for freedom, and citizen of nowhere. From this
information I was able to gather themes surrounding educational backgrounds, motivations for
traveling, travel unit sizes (family, partner, or solo), definitions for digital nomadism, what they
did for income, and how the digital community was viewed, which is primarily virtual. Although
loneliness did not become apparent from the blog analysis, several bloggers stated a desire to
become semi-nomadic or had actually already transitioned.
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I looked back at those posts about becoming semi-nomadic at the conclusion of the
interview process to see if the reasons that motivated those bloggers to cease a fully nomadic
lifestyle were similar to my respondents, which they were. It is important to note that the
loneliness theme was more hidden from the blog posts. This is understandable considering most
of these bloggers make an income from their website, and they are essentially selling a dream to
draw in traffic. Highlighting the positive aspects while gently mitigating the negatives is what
also contributes to the digital nomad stereotype. Such commodification of the choice and way of
life is why many respondents eschew the term as an identifying marker. See the Discussion
section for more information.
The list of blogs used for analysis can be found in Appendix A. These blogs were
specifically chosen through blog ranking software that measures traffic, popularity, domain
strength, and engagement for each blog. The ranking software systems used were Domain
Authority, Page Authority, Alexa, SEMRush, Compete, and SimilarWeb. Each blog to be
examined holds a high ranking across each of these systems and is managed by its original
author(s).
In order to find interview participants for this project, posts calling for participants were
made in three Facebook groups with the moderator’s permission. Those groups included Digital
Nomads Around the World which has the largest following with over 102,000 members, Global
Digital Nomad Network with a following of over 38,000 members, and Female Digital Nomads
with a following of over 48,000 members. All interviewees were on a volunteer basis only, there
was no compensation promised. The interview recruitment procedures involved an advertisement
about the research study which included ten parameters as indicated by IRB. See Appendix B for
a list of the most salient interview questions used. See Appendix C for a list of the interview
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participants.
This study examined digitally nomadic individuals for potential patterns within the global
digital nomad phenomenon and any trends that may have arose from various commonalities
amongst this globally-dispersed sample population. Such commonalities considered were
cultural backgrounds, nationalities, gender, age, marital status, and level of education. A
challenge in this study was locating individuals to be interviewed due to their mobile nature and
dispersion around the world. This presented a limitation in my sampling method. The sample of
interview participants was limited to those who responded to the formerly mentioned
advertisement through Facebook about the research study. This resulted in a sample population
of several different nationalities.
The sample population for this study included individuals originating from the following
nationalities: Australian (1), English (2), German (5), Indian (1), Indonesian – Java (1), Irish (1),
Israeli (3), Japanese (1), Dutch (1), Spanish (1), American (7), and Venezuelan (1). It should be
noted that the respondents in this study were from the middle to upper-middle socioeconomic
classes. All participants in this study as well as the authors of the blogs analyzed are welleducated (at least some college). This indicates that in order to become a digital nomad, there is
an assumption of computer-literacy and sociocultural structural privilege. Sample populations of
digital nomads from societies and regions with less advanced economies appear to be uncommon
or inaccessible, at least in virtual communities, and would be structurally more restricted.
However, more research on such sample populations would be needed.
As individuals responded to my Facebook posts, interview times were scheduled through
Facebook’s Messenger application known as a direct message or private message. From there
several online platforms mediated the interviews. These included Skype, Telegram, Facebook
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Messenger (although the call quality was terrible and we usually switched to an alternative),
WhatsApp, and Zoom. Only one interview was conducted through an actual phone number
where the respondent was U.S. based and traveled using a van. All interviews were recorded with
permission.
A major difficulty of this study was in scheduling the actual interviews. Participants were
located all over the globe, from Florida to Thailand to Chile to Europe. Therefore, I had to make
myself available for interviews at all hours to accommodate local time zone differences. During
the interview, field notes were taken by hand and later incorporated into the transcriptions. It is
also important to note that while the interviews were advertised to last between fifteen and thirty
minutes, the average interview lasted one hour and eighteen minutes. The shortest interview was
twenty-five minutes, with the longest lasting three hours and seven minutes.
This study was also limited by its sample size. There were twenty-five interview
participants that made up the core of the data collection. Smaller sample sizes can be useful to
investigate research problems such as this one in a more comprehensive manner. Although,
opportunities to draw generalizations and make broader recommendations based upon the
findings are limited.
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CHAPTER ONE: WHO ARE THEY? WHO ARE THE DIGITAL NOMADS?
What is a Digital Nomad?
While no formal definition of digital nomad exists, an attempt to define the phenomenon
academically was recently made by Reichenberger (2017) who noted, “the opportunity for
location independence as a precondition,” (p. 7). The hierarchical definition developed by
Reichenberger (2017) is as follows:
Digital nomads are individuals who achieve location independence by conducting
their work in an online environment (Level 0), transferring this independence to
mobility by not consistently working in one designated personal office space
(Level 1), but using the possibility to simultaneously work and travel (Level 2), to
the extent that no permanent residence exists (Level 3). (P. 8)

Comparatively, self-proclaimed digital nomads Michelle and Jedd noted on their blog an
alternate definition:
Digital nomads are individuals that leverage wireless digital technologies to
perform their work duties, and more generally conduct their lifestyle in a nomadic
manner. Such workers typically work remotely — from home, coffee shops,
public libraries and even from recreational vehicles to accomplish tasks and goals
that used to traditionally take place in a single stationary workplace. (Intentional
Travelers 2017)

Although conceptualizing this recent phenomenon has proven difficult, both academically and by
the community itself, it is clear that for digital nomads the concepts of work and leisure are not
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dichotomous, and both aspects contribute to their self-perception, development, and fulfillment
(Reichenberger 2017).
The Digital Nomad Study Population
The digital nomad population sampled for interviews in this study included twenty-five
participants. Upon review of the respondents’ nationalities, educational backgrounds, ages, and
gender it was revealed that all respondents are professional class individuals from societies with
an advanced economy and an advanced technological infrastructure. Citizens and residents of
more economically developed countries have achieved some level of economic welfare, they
have access to education, employment prospects, and technological advances including the
internet and computers, and resource scarcity is not a primary concern (Galbraith 1998).
The nationalities that made up this sample were Australian (1), English (2), German (5),
Indian (1), Indonesian – Java (1), Irish (1), Israeli (3), Japanese (1), Dutch (1), Spanish (1),
American (7), and Venezuelan (1). All respondents had some college education, with thirteen
holding a bachelor’s degree and six a master’s degree. The average age of this sample was thirtyfive (35) years. Additionally, there were fourteen females and eleven males, indicating gender
does not play a strong role in the choice for location independence. All respondents also
demonstrated technological literacy through their ability to work online for an employer, selfemployment via freelance work, or establishment of a business they could run remotely with an
internet connection.
In fact, one respondent from the European Union (EU) did not complete his college
education as he was recruited to work for a highly prominent technology corporation in
Cupertino, California. Of the twenty-five subjects interviewed, only two (8%) held multiple
citizenships, which were obtained by birth. However, nine of twenty-five (36%) sought and
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achieved residency status in another country. Therefore, eleven of twenty-five interviewed (44%)
hold either dual citizenship or residency in another country. The data suggests the ability to join
the digital nomad phenomenon, despite how it is marketed, is heavily linked to societal privilege
and individual advantage allotted from a strong educational background and maturity. As one
interview participant stated, “This freedom that we are talking about in the digital nomad scene is
very very strongly linked to your privileges.” (Amanda, interviewed on January 22, 2019).

Demystifying the Stereotype
Digital nomads are often stereotyped as aimless wanderers who lazily relax the day away
with their laptop and coffee in hand as they look out over an exotic vista (Brown 2017). This
stereotype has painted location independent individuals as those who are running from
responsibility and cannot possibly sustain their transnational welfare long-term. This
romanticized yet marginalized image of only working when and where they please left the media
and general public with an exaggerated sense of freedom and ease associated with the choice for
location independence, to the point that they are perceived as irresponsible or lazy perpetual
young adults (Arnett 2004). In a blog post made by Matt Kepnes, one of the most prominent
travel bloggers on the internet and a self-proclaimed backpacker turned digital nomad, Matt
stated:
Everyone says I’m running away. I’m not running away. No. I am running
towards the world and my idea of life… People who travel the world aren’t
running away from life. Just the opposite. Those that break the mold, explore the
world, and live on their own terms are running toward true living, in my opinion.
We have a degree of freedom a lot of people will never experience… We looked
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around and said, ‘I want something different.’ (Kepnes 2009)

In contrast, Arnett (2004) has coined the term “emerging adulthood” to describe
individuals’ life-course stage who are past adolescence, but have not quite reached adulthood
(roughly ages 18-30). Key characteristics of those in the “emerging adulthood” phase include
self-focus, living in an individualistic society, are at an individualistic time of life by not wanting
to commit to marriage and parenthood, the desire to demonstrate self-sufficiency, and a desire
for a broad range of life experiences before “settling down” and taking on the responsibilities of
adult life (which implicitly include the enduring choices of marriage, children, and a full-time
career) (Arnett 2004:213-215). The elements stated by Arnett are strongly reminiscent to those of
late-modernity as stated previously by Giddens (1991). Furthermore, such values as marriage (or
partnership), parenthood (and the choice not to have children), and a full-time career are aspects
many nomads have already worked into their location independent lifestyle.
The average age of the those interviewed was 35. Only ten of the twenty-five interview
participants were within the emerging adulthood age range of 18-30, and thirteen participants
were aged 35 years or more. The youngest participants were twenty-six years, and the oldest was
fifty-one years of age. Fifteen of the participants choose to travel solo, and the remaining ten
travel with at least a partner. In fact, four participants stated they were married, though their
spouses were not always digitally nomadic, four were child free (they have elected to not have
children), three had young children and the children travel with them, one had fully grown
children, and six traveled with their dog or dogs. This information is therefore inconsistent with
Arnett’s (2004) determination that such values and responsibilities are taken on post-life
experiences and associated with “settling down”. This data suggests that digital nomadism is not
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a way to avoid the trepidations of life, but a choice as to how and which responsibilities, also
understood as sociocultural constraints, an individual may choose to operate within.
Arnett (2004) has effectively described rigid structural sociocultural constraints that
reduce individualism, agency and capacities for freedom and autonomy. Maryanski and Turner
(1992) stated that given the opportunity, people will seek escape from such limitations. Instead
of a new stage in a life-course within a set society, we are in fact observing another societal shift,
which promotes mobilities and is blurring sociocultural boundaries caused by outside forces
including globalization. Arnett’s key characteristics of “emerging adulthood” are examples of the
social implications of mobility and globalization on post-industrial societies.
In an interview with Maya, age 26, the typical picture of a digital nomad working on their
laptop on the beach was brought up. Maya, who is currently living in Bali, Indonesia, a popular
digital nomad hub, finds the stereotype frustrating. “Whenever I see a laptop next to sand, I
think, that laptop is going to be broken. We need to offset the stereotype; otherwise how will we
be taken seriously?” (Maya, interviewed January 25, 2019). Maya’s frustration is
understandable. She herself is trying to build a business that she hopes will eventually turn into a
source of passive income for her; a time-consuming task. When digital nomadism is promoted in
a commodified and easy-going manner, any work done to achieve and maintain location
independence gets overlooked. Maya also highlights an important aspect of identity politics. The
digital nomad stereotype is at odds with her idea of what it means to be a digital nomad. This
creates a gap between her own self-understanding and the dominant discourse, to the point where
she feels the need to downplay her digital nomadism in certain contexts. Until her business idea
is ready for launch, Maya works as a freelancer for SEO, copywriting, and digital marketing and
ecommerce.
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The concern with media-driven imagery, as with any stereotype, is that it ignores the
everyday practice involved in being digitally nomadic. The actual daily practices of digital
nomads are at significant odds with its stereotype, which is much more ideologically loaded and
causes individuals to develop new ways to maintain their identity in the face of discrepancies
with this image (Cohen 2003, Salvaggio 2016). Due to the romanticized stigma surrounding
digital nomadism, the societal shift towards mobility and individualism taking place globally is
significantly downplayed, as well as the day-to-day efforts of these location independent
individuals themselves.
When Maya was asked what a day in her life may look like she explained, “I wake up,
browse on the computer for a little bit, I am working on setting up a side business, then I start
working about four hours a day on top of that. With weather permitting I go to the beach, eat
outside, then read, and then watch Netflix. This is my ideal routine though, right now it’s quite
random,” (Maya, interviewed on January 25, 2019). She describes difficulty with setting a daily
routine for herself, which increases the challenges of location independence and reveals the selfdiscipline necessary in order to achieve it. Maya’s partner, Marcus, age 37, works in logistics
and was living in Chiang Mai, Thailand at the time of the interview. His routine is also flexible,
but like many remote workers, he often works more than the traditional forty hours a week, “No
alarm. I wake up and check laptop, shower, work for a few hours, lunch, come back and continue
to check laptop and work until the evenings about 8pm,” (Marcus, Interviewed on January 20,
2019; (Kelliher 2010). While he has achieved location independence, the ability to choose where
and when he works and lives, Marcus’s daily routine could resonate with any remote employee
(and no sand in sight). His daily practices certainly do not fit the romanticized image, but they
also counter the ideology behind digital nomadism’s concept of freedom.
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To further our understanding of the digital nomad phenomenon, we must also examine
the often tense and contradictory relationship between their ideology and their practice.
Bottomore (1992) describes a contradiction as, “a situation which allows the satisfaction of one
end at the cost of another,” (p. 109). A group’s ideology is not always reflected in the actions
employed by the individuals. In response to structural constraints, people will often act in ways
that are contradictory to their ideas and beliefs. As a result, actual daily practices can be more
similar to the interests of the dominant social discourse than the stated ideology. For example,
digital nomads can be found working much of the day rather than experiencing leisure or downtime.
In fact, several interview respondents stated hardly seeing the places they were visiting,
and the concept of weekends no longer exists in terms of a working schedule (personal
observations, unpublished data). Several reported they may work more hours each week now
than before they became a digital nomad. This may be caused by an inability to keep work and
leisure separate, the need to structure their hours around client needs, as well as difficulty
establishing consistent daily routines. Sanchia, age 28, works as a freelance copywriter, but is
also an online entrepreneur where she creates and sells copywriting courses. “Sometimes I work
one to two hours, sometimes twelve hours. It depends on the work I need to get completed.
(Sanchia, interviewed on January 17, 2019).
Brandon, age 32, is a self-employed tech consultant, conference event organizer, and
public speaker, and was one of the most hypermobile interview participants in this study, staying
in one place only two or three weeks at a time. Typically, Brandon starts his day with work, not
leisure, by seeking out a coffee shop or coworking space in the morning to get work done. “I
work for a little while, then find a gym, then a coworking space, then I find time with friends.
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This is mixed up depending on the day. I work around 40 hours a week now, sometimes more,
up to 90, sometimes less.” (Brandon, Interviewed on January 28, 2019).
Eric, age 37, runs his own tech company and considers himself a location independent
entrepreneur. “[My day] will be structured to the client, but if no client, then the day has little
routine. I will try to get out to see the place I am staying in mainly.” (Eric, Interviewed on
January 19, 2019). Eric emphasizes that his work takes priority, and travel, while important to
him, comes only when he is able to make time for it. Alecia, age 28, travels throughout Europe in
a van with her husband, working, as a freelancer in project management. She indicates that they,
too, have trouble establishing a routine in their way of life.
6:30am I wake up and have coffee. Then I take the dog out we [her and her
partner] picked up in Greece. From 8am-11am is work, then read, learn guitar.
We go for a walk or go into town for coffee if it is nearby. In the evening we work
on side gigs. This routine can vary depending on the day.” (Alecia, interviewed on
January 25, 2019)

When asked what a day in their life looks like while dwelling, the interview data revealed
that while many travelers want to experience new places and cultures, their actual everyday
activities do not differ greatly from that of a sedentary existence with remote work capabilities.
Salvaggio (2016) saw a similar contradiction is his research on backpackers in Central America.
“It seems reasonable to believe that ideology should reflect the actual practices employed by a
particular group of people. Yet, people often respond to structural constraints that they
experience by acting in ways that appear to contrast with what they desire (p. 125-126). This
contradiction between practice and the ideologically loaded and romanticized image was
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exemplified throughout the interview process when participants were asked to describe their
daily routines when not in transit.
While their flexible working practices may lead to increased job satisfaction, they tend to
blur the lines of work and leisure through their freedom to work anywhere in the world as long as
they have an internet connection (Kelliher 2010; Richards 2015). Digital nomads’ occupations
range from working remotely under larger corporations to self-employment. As a result, many
may feel a need to exert additional effort in order to justify such flexibility to their employer, to
themselves, and to others in order to rationalize living on the move (Kelliher 2010; Brown,
2017). Nevertheless, it is clear that this lifestyle choice is not synonymous with life-long
vacation as it is made out to be in the popular media.

Where Global Identity Meets Culture and Nation
The commodified and misinterpreted version of the digital nomad is causing many to
distance themselves from the term as an identity marker. In order to address conflicting norms
within the identity, the social identity group is separating into multiple identity categories.
Between the blog content analysis and semi-structured interviews, three distinguishable identity
categories were recognized; the digital nomad, location independent, and global citizen. I
illustrate the conceptual point that contemporary nomads rely on their varying identity categories
and occupational identities to, contradictorily, live a marginalized lifestyle while also choosing to
remain members of society. While dwelling, their daily practices are not so different compared to
those who choose to live in one place. The key difference is their prioritized mobility, the ability
to move on whenever the individual sees fit.
Fifteen of twenty-five (60%) interview respondents used the term digital nomad for self-
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identification, whereas six (24%) were adamantly against the phrase. Four (16%) respondents
preferred global citizen in addition to digital nomad, location independent, or both. Ten agreed
with identifying as location independent. The most salient categories in addition to those who
still claim digital nomad were global citizen and location independent.
While the term digital nomad is the most prevalent, many choose not to identify with it.
From the twenty-five interviews conducted, six (24%) of respondents stated they did not like this
term and preferred either location independent, global citizen, or both. Reasons for this identity
discrepancy stem from reasons stated previously surrounding its stereotyped image. One
informant who travels with her husband, 2-year-old-son, and one dog prefers to call themselves
location independent. They feel excluded by the digital nomad name, she even goes as far as to
say her husband hates the term as it implies people who are younger and hold less
responsibilities (Alecia, interviewed January 25, 2019).
Differences are based on ideologies of national and cultural identities. Collectively,
identity is informed by controlling images and ideas associated with the master status, a social
position that is often the principal identifying characteristic for an individual (Jenkins 2019).
However, during the identity-making process the identity categories were often informed, albeit
unknowingly, by cultural and national distinctions.
For example, all five interview participants of German nationality disliked the term
digital nomad. Additionally, all fifteen respondents who disliked the term digital nomad
preferred to identify as location independent instead. All three interviewed with an Israeli
nationality preferred the term digital nomad only. They did not refer to themselves as location
independent nor global citizen, indicating the term digital nomad may be portrayed differently in
Israel than in Germany. Perhaps one of the most intriguing culturally informed identity markers
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was that no individuals from the European Union, of which there were eleven, considered
themselves a global citizen. The four who did claim global citizen as a salient identity marker
were from Japan, the USA, and South America.

Digital nomad.
Amanda, a German participant who views the term digital nomad as an unrealistic
commodified dream, prefers not to be associated with it if possible. She prefers to identify as
location independent and outlines issues with ‘digital nomad’ as follows:
There are national differences in how we talk about digital nomadism…In
Germany it was much more we are lifestyle entrepreneurs and we are selfempowered, we create businesses and startups, and have the four-hour-workweek. It was more like, not really thinking about all the consequences one’s own
behavior has. Digital nomadism is a highly marketed concept of high value. There
are a lot of people in this industry that do not want people to talk about the
negative sides because they are selling a dream. (Amanda. interviewed January
22, 2019)

Similarly, another German informant sees the term has naïve, and feels that by claiming it you
open yourself up to risk from those trying to sell you its image.
Technically I am a digital nomad, but I wouldn’t call myself a digital nomad
because it’s perceived negatively by many, so, I call myself a location
independent worker. People try to manipulate you if you call yourself a digital
nomad because they will assume you fit the naïve stereotype. Scammers or
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predators, um, they’re really a lot of people who seem to be seeing, quite a lot of
examples actually, where they try to advantage of digital nomads. (Marcus
interviewed January 20, 2019)

Marcus goes on to provide an example of a “festival” put on by one of what he would
consider, a scammer.
There was a girl here [Chiang Mai] who hosts a festival, claiming she is
empowering women which is not backed up by anything. She wants ten dollars
for entry to her festival. She was a total narcissist, she named it after herself, the
Bond Women’s Festival. It was a complete scam and really hit the news here.
(Marcus interviewed January 20, 2019)

While several respondents indicated distaste for identifying as a digital nomad,
others revealed mixed emotions because they are not sure they truly fit the image.
Sanchia calls herself a “slow-mad” since she stays at least one month in each new
location.
Everyone throws the word digital nomad nowadays. I like to call myself more of
a slow-mad because I am not a backpacker who is constantly moving around. I
always stay somewhere for a month minimum because I really like to learn a
place and really like to get to know a country and the culture, and you can’t really
do that in just a couple days or a week in one city. I’d probably say I’m more of a
slow-mad. (Sanchia, interviewed January 17, 2019)
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Sarah and Tobias, a couple from Israel currently residing in the Philippines state
they are “nesting nomads” because they, too, choose to stay in one location for at least a
couple months or more (Tobias, interviewed January 21, 2019; Sarah, interviewed
January 22, 2019). Under the digital nomad idealized image, people stay in one place for
only two or three weeks at a time. When in fact, only one respondent interviewed actually
moved this frequently. It was more common for individuals to stay put and attempt to
establish a routine until they felt the desire for someplace new (personal observations,
2019).
Anna, age 30, is from England and has a home base in the Ukraine, but continues
to travel nomadically. She is also unsure about this identity marker.
I don’t really know if I self-identify as a digital nomad. It’s one of those weird
things where there’s loads of people on this group. I don’t know if everybody is a
digital nomad, if they know what a digital nomad even is. There’s definitely been
a period of my life where that is how I could be categorized. (Anna, interviewed
January 17, 2019)

Anna and her husband traveled for a year and a half full-time. They preferred not to stay
anywhere for long, they enjoyed the movement. “We did stay at a couple places for maybe two
or three months, but we didn’t have any home base at all. So we were definitely 100% nomadic.”
Before meeting her husband, Anna had experimented with the digital nomad lifestyle once
before. “Another time I was working freelance, so I definitely got into that lifestyle. So since
then I’ve done very different variations of it, I suppose.” Now, they do have a home base, but it’s
a home base abroad. Anna is originally from England and her husband, who works as a
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consultant in the Ukraine and not a digital nomad anymore like Anna, is from Italy. Anna has
chosen to continue her travels because she still works remotely and values mobility and options
to travel. “I don’t have to be in any particular location. I’m only here really because of my
husband and I like it. Otherwise I technically can be anywhere.” (Anna, interviewed January 17,
2019)
Michelle, 28, also reserves mixed emotions towards the term digital nomad. Michelle
travels throughout Australia in her van-turned-mobile-home, and works remotely for a larger
company.
[A digital nomad is] somebody who works online location independently. A lot of
them seem to be freelancers and business owners. I don’t know a ton of them who
are 9 to 5 salary people. Um, so I think that’s sort of where the digital nomad
community focuses, it is on people who are sort of trying to throw off the 9 to 5s,
and start their own business or work for themselves. But I guess I work online as
well, so, technically I guess I’m digital nomad, but probably, maybe not in the
majority or the, um, typical persona of a digital nomad. (Michelle, interviewed
January 14, 2019)

Mary, age 36, is originally from India and currently living in Toronto, Canada with her
husband and two daughters likes the phrase ‘digital nomad’. She has been living location
independently for over nine years, but finds the term really echoes with her past. “I think [digital
nomad] it’s a cool term. What’s interesting is it really does resonate with me because…my
collection was about trixies and nomads. It was titled the ‘esoteric nomad,’ so it’s quite
surprising that by default it becomes something in your life,” (Mary, interviewed January 22,
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2019) Marco, another interview informant, views the term digital nomad as limitless and
eliminating barriers, specifically in how technology allows people to communicate worldwide in
an instant (Marco, interviewed February 5, 2019).
Global citizen.
Tobias, a respondent from Israel, highlights that how he describes himself is generally
based on situational context. Therefore, while is does like the phrase digital nomad, he feels
global citizen aligns with his own self-understanding. Tobias has been traveling for the last two
years and self-identified as the following:
I like defining myself as a digital nomad at the moment. Yeah, I would consider
myself a digital nomad. When I introduce myself the first thing I’ll say… well,
usually because we live in a country that is not our own, we always say where
we’re from because we are asked it. That’s an interesting question for a digital
nomad because we’re not…I mean we’re from Israel, I was born there, I grew up
and lived there most of my life…but then I am not from Israel, I mean I live here
now…so usually I say that I am a world [global] citizen or citizen of the world.
Originally from Israel, but now a citizen of the world.” (Tobias, interviewed
January 21, 2019)

Tobias expresses his affiliation with the term digital nomad, but inclines he prefers global
or world citizen. He has emotionally emancipated himself from his nationality of origin by using
world citizen as an identity marker. This theme is what separates global citizen from digital
nomad or the location independent identity categories. Lyle, age 38, a respondent from
Venezuela but now a German citizen, considers a digital nomad to be, “Someone who works
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independently from location…freedom to decide where to live,” (Lyle, interviewed January 30,
2019). Lyle, turns this thought inward by stating he is, “A citizen who prowls, travels and works
from everywhere. A global or citizen of the world, this is how I see myself.” Lyle, although now
German through the process of citizenship, was not raised within the German culture. All other
Germans interviewed disliked the term digital nomad, except for Lyle, who has Venezuelan
origins. This is further evidence that identity categories are informed by differences based on
nation and culture, no matter how much the world is transforming into a global society.
While Lyle also uses both digital nomad and global citizen as identity markers, he shares
a commonality with Tobias. Lyle stated he no longer feels Venezuelan as his home country has
changed too much due to political turmoil. Another respondent, Jessica, age 41, also feels
emancipated from her home country. She refers to herself only as a global citizen, and is
originally from the United States. She has lived in and around Bali, Indonesia the last four years.
She returned to the U.S. for familial reasons, and considers herself a global citizen living in her
birth culture nation (Jessica, interviewed January 24, 2019).
Marcella, a respondent originally from Japan and living in Budapest, Hungary, does not
like the term digital nomad because she feels it opens you to marketing schemes. She prefers the
phrase, “location independent person” or global citizen as she, “no longer feels Japanese.” Her
identity is still informed by Japanese culture, but she disagrees with its social norms, or what she
refers to as, “the mindset.” Marcella feels she no longer fits with her nationality. She finds Japan
suffocating, overly traditional as well as oppressive towards women. She has no plans to ever
return to Japan (Marcella, interviewed January 23, 2019).
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Location independence and the freedom ideology.
This research revealed there are mixed emotions surrounding the term digital nomad and
that this group is not homogenous in how its identity is shaped. Albeit, a collective identity is
still shaped under the phrase digital nomad as it is the most commonly known of the three
identity categories identified throughout this project. Interview participants were recruited
through digital nomad-specific Facebook groups, for example. This suggests that although many
may not consider themselves a digital nomad due to its stereotype, they do not eschew the
values, beliefs, and norms associated with the concept, which are carried over to the identity
categories of global citizen and location independent. These values can be organized into what I
have titled ‘the freedom ideology’. Additionally, for clarity, digital nomad will be the term most
commonly referenced throughout the discussion, followed by location independence
interchangeably.
Jonathan, a digital nomad who runs a blog titled Yellowscale stated, “Being a digital
nomad is about safeguarding your freedom to pursue the lifestyle of your choice with as few
impediments as possible, and then pursuing that lifestyle with deliberation and intentionality.”
Radhika and Johnny, also digital nomad bloggers (Fulltime Nomad), wrote, “Imagine being able
to work from anywhere in the world and the freedom to work whichever hours you please…This
makes it sound a bit like a lifelong vacation, doesn’t it? Well, the truth is, a digital nomad
lifestyle is not backpacking or a vacation, it’s simply a different way of living and working.” In
another example, digital nomad and productivity coach, Liz, explained, “I longed to find the
ultimate freedom. I figured financial and geographical independence would be the way to go…I
had given myself the freedom to design my own self-dictated schedule from the bottom up. [But]
ultimate freedom lies in our ability to allow ourselves to create rules for ourselves and follow
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them because we want to.”
The above examples are sentiments repeated across the internet by this group of
contemporary nomads. They claim to value their freedom. From the blog analysis and interview
data, this freedom means to value travel, technology, and the ability to choose when and where
you live and work, also referred to as location independence. Location independence can be
broken down into two dimensions, occupational independence (choose when and where to work)
and geographical independence (choose when and where to live). Therefore, these four
dimensions: a desire to travel, occupational independence, geographical independence, and
technological literacy, make up what is to be considered the ‘freedom ideology’. The data
suggests that this freedom ideology plays a significant role in determining which types of
occupation digital nomads pursue, to the extent that their mobile autonomy is prioritized over
their profession.
Although it appears that location independent individuals prioritize their mobility over
their occupation, many respondents state their occupation first when describing how they selfidentify.

“I would generally say that I run a travel website. That I don’t live anywhere as
I’m a digital nomad.” (Victoria., interviewed January 23, 2019)

“I am a semi-nomadic senior systems enterprise architect,” (Dillan, interviewed
January 16, 2019)

“I don’t know I guess…In a way it’s easy to define yourself by your life situation
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and job. That’s not all I am, but I guess it probably describes, um, how and why I
am choosing to live my life. So I guess it’s project manager for a tech company
who lives in a van and travels around Australia.” (Michelle, interviewed January
14, 2019)

“I do project management and travel. I don’t use digital nomad unless people
ask,” (Alecia, interviewed January 25, 2019)

“I tell people I am a location independent entrepreneur,” (Eric, interviewed
January 19, 2019)

This primary occupational assertion can be seen as a form of identity politics. In order to align
with the dominant discourse these individuals find it important to play up their professional
identity while playing down their choice to be transient. Reasons for playing down this
characteristic can stem from the stigma associated with roaming individuals as irresponsible and
even untrustworthy.
However, several interview participants expressed a desire for changing how nomads are
viewed on the macro-level. With this change new opportunities may become available, such as
new policies that will enable digital nomads to travel more freely across borders. Furthermore,
by promoting this collective identity as an alternative lifestyle, individuals can influence policy
allowing them to remain in varying locations without concern for visa or residency expiration.
Currently, many digital nomads go to extensive lengths to obtain permissions to live in
various locales. For example, interview participant Anna, who works remotely as a translator and
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originally from England, was forced to separate from her boyfriend for months while he was
contracted to work in the Ukraine. Since he alone had a working visa, she would travel in and out
of the country every ninety days on a tourist visa. Eventually, such visa restrictions played a role
in their decision to marry. Through marriage she, too, would be able to obtain residency in the
Ukraine, and stop having to calculate which days she would need to leave and could re-enter
(Anna, interviewed on January 17, 2019).
During the interview process, each participant was asked how they see themselves. One
key element that provided a sense of solidarity among respondents, despite which terms they
identify under, was this freedom ideology. Additionally, respondents most commonly referred to
themselves by their occupation and their mobility status using the three distinctive identity
categories discussed, digital nomad, global citizen, and location independent. The term digital
nomad was the original identity category, but is now a loaded term due to its popularized media
image and has been partitioned into three major categories due to identity politics. Location
independent, formerly understood as how digital nomads chose to live, has been shaped into an
identity category and ideology of its own. It separates individuals who still value the digital
nomad ideology, but do not wish to be associated with its stereotype. Global citizen refers to
those individuals who identify as either digital nomad or location independent, but have
emancipated themselves emotionally from their nation of origin. Finally, the group displays their
social differences through identity politics and philosophies informed by their nations and
cultures of origin. In order to enable further mobility politically, such as through visas, ideas of
residency or citizenship, and border crossings, many individuals wish to challenge social policy
which does not account for, and therefore constricts, transient individuals.
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CHAPTER TWO: HOW IS DIGITAL NOMADISM PRACTICED?
The New Leisure
As previously mentioned, digital nomads tend to blur the boundaries between what is
considered work and what is considered leisure (Richards 2015, Reichenberger 2017). Although
this debate is not new, technological, economic and social changes are clouding notions of what
leisure is even further (Haworth and Veal 2004, Reichenberger 2017). In the past, leisure was
considered a dependent variable of work; founded simply on the basis of leisure being the
absence of work, or the amount of time left over after work-related activities were concluded
(Robinson and Godbey 1997). This concept has since been expanded to account for individually
subjective activities of enjoyment as opposed to errands or daily tasks, with a prerequisite being
the freedom to choose (Beatty and Torbert 2003). Considering these changing characteristics,
leisure is understood as perceived and not confined to existing outside of income-earning
activities (Reichenberger 2017). Therefore, to be able to separate work from leisure is becoming
ever more challenging.
The ability of the location independent to work from anywhere at any time makes
designating working hours and free time difficult. By inducing non-standardized working hours
and flexible employment contracts, digital nomads are challenging occupational constructs such
as ‘weekend’ or ‘9-to-5’. For example, in an interview with Jenny who works remotely as a
psychotherapist, she explained that she will take appointments with clients any day of the week.
Jenny stated, “any day is fine as weekends don’t really matter anymore,” (Jenny, interviewed
January 23, 2019). This is because she can set her own schedule, rendering socially prescribed
time-off irrelevant. As Reichenberger (2017) pointed out, this does not necessarily mean digital
nomads work less than those whose employment is location-dependent. “These merging
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boundaries [between work and free time] make free time not only less available but also more
fragmented and challenging to achieve,” (p. 366). Therefore, by blurring the boundaries between
work and leisure, digital nomads may in fact be making their free time more difficult to achieve
by making it more disjointed and less identifiable from their work.
However, if leisure is a subjective activity, is leisure and free time considered the same
activity if you enjoy your work? Kelly (1998) proposed a holistic relationship between work and
leisure, where the two are equally integrated in order to generate greater fulfillment and meaning
in work related activities (Kelly 1999, Lewis 2003). This concept is subsequently called the new
leisure. Although, it is argued that in order to truly achieve this holistic relationship in a working
environment, hierarchy, domination, and evaluation must be eliminated to allow for agency and
intrinsic self-motivation (Bookchin 1982, Stormann 1989). Digital nomads, depending upon their
strategies to earn and balance their income, may have found a way to realize this holism
(Reichenberger 2017).

Strategies for Sustaining Mobility
Occupational strategies.
In order to create a location independent livelihood, Boles (2016) explained that certain
characteristics are needed. These requirements include an entrepreneurial spirit, comfort with
uncertainty, ability to maintain a personal budget, ability to work odd and long hours, and the
self-motivation to embrace new cultures and ways of living. Digital nomads value their
transience, and those with flexible employment practices increase their mobile autonomy. Digital
nomads are often freelancers or remote workers whose job is technologically-mediated, and thus
dependent upon a Wi-Fi connection as well as knowledge of computers.
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This was evident in the data collected from interview participants when asked to describe
their current profession. The most common occupations were online freelance work (6 or 24%),
online entrepreneur (12 or 48%), and working remotely through an employer (9 or 36%). A few
respondents work a combination of occupational types to supplement their income. Another type,
though less common, is passive income (1 or 4%). This is illustrated in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 Occupations of Interview Respondents

4%
24%
36%

48%

online freelance work
online entrepreneur/business owner
working remotely through an employer
passive income

Of those who did freelance work, the most common duties were copywriting, working as
a virtual assistant, and online marketing usually related to SEO (search engine optimization).
Online entrepreneurship meant that a person started their own business which they were able to
manage entirely online, from consultant work to designing and selling online courses, to running
a profitable blog. Passive income involves establishing a business or investment opportunity that
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produces an income with minimal ongoing maintenance required. The one respondent who
established passive income owns a series of properties throughout the United States which he
rents out to tenants while also working remotely for a larger company in the technology industry.
The table below shows that majority of interview respondents earn an income through online
entrepreneurship. Aside from passive income, which is difficult and time-consuming to establish
long term, online entrepreneurship, while also challenging, allows the individual more flexibility
in their working practices than freelance work or working for a larger company.
In my interview with Sanchia, an online business owner who creates and sells
copywriting courses, she described her first attempt to be a digital nomad as a bit of a failure.
She had participated in a study abroad trip to India through her university, and from this
excursion she was left with the proverbial travel bug. After college, she saved a little money and
went to Thailand. According to the interview with another respondent, Amanda, countries in the
global south appear to be very popular destinations for digital nomads due to their low cost of
living. For Sanchia, however, she had not yet established a way to work online nor a form of
passive income; she had underestimated the effort involved in establishing a way to work online.
“I went to Thailand because I was poor and had little money. I ended up going back to the U.S.
for a few months to build up my freelance business while living back at home,” (Sanchia,
interview January 17, 2019). While living back home with her parents she worked as a freelancer
writing copy to earn and save money. At the same time, she built online courses catered to
teaching others how to freelance in a similar fashion. Sanchia now earns an income virtually by
using both occupational techniques, freelance and her online business, to enable her mobility
worldwide.
In order for digital nomads to maintain or increase their levels of mobile autonomy they
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require much more flexible types of work than those confined by more traditional types of
employment (Kelliher 2010, Gadeyne et al. 2017). Traditional employment is understood by
Thompson (2018) as full-time employees of a single corporation (p. 4). Mohn (2017) noted in a
New York Times article that, “On-site work between the hours of 9 and 5, "is a remnant of the
industrial era." This highlights the growing attitude that traditional employment types do not fit
in the technology-driven era of late-modernity. More flexible employment such as
entrepreneurship, self-employment, freelance work, or passive income are becoming increasingly
popular as people seek out methods for income that also grant occupational independence (the
individual is free to set their own working hours and location) (Thompson 2018).
Lodging techniques.
When considering the question of how digital nomadism is practiced, how to earn a
living on the move is not the only topic that needs attention. Most digital nomads interviewed for
this project live without a permanent address, often claiming a parent’s residence or a PO Box in
order to negotiate situations where a physical address is required, such as applying for a visa. Of
the twenty-five interviewed, 15 (60%) do not have a permanent address. Of the 10 respondents
(40%) that do have a permanent address, such as a house or apartment, 7 do not actually live in
them. The reasons for keeping the permanent address included: to establish residency in another
country, to hold the investment and rent their home to tenants, or to maintain a home base as
needed (such as for banking or visa purposes) while offering their space to friends or family
while they are on the move. Therefore, of the twenty-five respondents, only three individuals
(12%) actually live at a permanent residence, but maintain their ability to journey to a new
location with little notice through flexible working practices.
The internet does not only provide digital nomads with a source of income. It also
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provides travelers with sources of information, known as knowledge sharing, such as lodging
techniques to keep costs low and access to sharing communities including Couchsurfing.com,
Airbnb, and house- or pet-sitting. Travelers and consumers, “turn to blogs as a source of
information because of the known power of word-of-mouth (W-O-M)… W-O-M exerts a greater
influence on consumer product judgments than almost any other form of communication”
(Magnini et al. 2011:536). Consumer generated content (CGC), which is the resultant
information from Web 2.0 technologies, is provided and created by fellow travelers with
previous experience with a tourism product or method. Therefore, during the trip-planning
process, travelers view CGC, “as more authentic than promotional information” (Haiyan
2010:509).
In my interview with Danny, an American citizen who travels throughout the USA, he
stated that before selling his house to live in an RV, he found information on RV-living through
blogs and YouTube. “You start scrolling across the YouTube videos, these bloggers, and people
that are living out of RVs and vans and travel around, and I started watching that stuff and I’m
like, ‘Yeah, that’s what I want to do.’ Ever since that moment I just started steering my life in
that direction,” (Danny, interviewed on January 24, 2019). Through digital forms of knowledge
sharing, Danny was able to plan and execute a new digitally nomadic way of life. Alecia and her
husband, citizens of the UK, choose to travel in their van across the EU. They prefer the van as
they never have to worry about where they will sleep in a new country or city. I asked if they
have issues finding places they are allowed to park and sleep, but for them finding places to park
as well as van or RV specific campsites has never been an issue (Alecia, interviewed on January
25, 2019).
Additionally, technology has advanced beyond knowledge sharing through blogging
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platforms to interactive platforms. This allows individuals to connect to a much wider network.
Examples are bartering networks, where lodging can be traded for services. Short-term housing
leases were also common among participants, as there are discounts and lower costs associated
with staying in one location for several weeks or months, as opposed to only a few days.
Examples of bartering networks are house- or pet- sitting and homestays. According to
Nomador.com, pet-sitting allows the individual to, “Travel and save money on accommodation
by helping pet-owners who want to go on holiday,” (2019). Essentially, this bartering network
connects people through a mutual agreement. The homeowners are able to have someone care
for their home including general maintenance and pet care, free of charge, while the sitter is able
to live rent-free in exchange for taking responsibility to manage the home (Anderson 2019).
Jane, a respondent originally from Ireland, began her transient lifestyle through houseand pet- sitting. In our interview, Jane points out there is a major trust/risk factor associated with
bartering networks such as this. She turned to well-established networks, trustedhousesitters.com
and nomador.com, where homeowners and sitters are vetted through recommendation letters and
online reviews. In the beginning to better market herself to homeowners, she shared a police (or
background) check on herself in addition to recommendation letters and reviews. Now, she looks
for opportunities that will take her to warmer climates, and prefers the Mediterranean whenever
possible. When she does not have a house- or pet- sitting post scheduled, she will use websites
such as Airbnb to find inexpensive accommodations in various locales. Where she plans to go
next usually depends on the location of the house or pet sitting appointment (Jane, interviewed
on January 24, 2019).
Homestays work in a similar fashion, except rather than house-sitting, labor is exchanged
for lodging. This is often done through volunteering, camping, or work-trade networks such as
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WWOOF. Work-trade networks, also referred to as homestays, literally trade work for room and
board. WWOOF (World Wide Opportunities on Organic Farms or Willing Workers on Organic
Farms) for example, is understood as a cultural exchange that houses workers on site in exchange
for labor on privately owned organic farms who have joined the global WWOOF network
(WWOOF 2019). The individuals often call themselves ‘wwoofers’ and the act of participation
‘wwoofing’ (WWOOF 2019). The WWOOF network is established on every continent excluding
Antarctica, making opportunities extremely diverse. Potential wwoofers need only to fund their
transportation to the farm’s location.
The techniques used by digital nomads for transient lodging vary greatly as do the
individuals themselves, but the most common tactics include living in a mobile home such as an
RV or van, house- and pet- sitting, homestays, and short-term housing leases. By drastically
reducing one’s cost of living and expenses, one can fundamentally travel longer if not
indefinitely. No matter which strategy one uses to create a location independent livelihood, it is
clear that each technique’s appropriateness is individually subjective. This subjectivity highlights
how this alternative lifestyle is not homogenous, but has varying skillsets, life priorities,
personalities, and levels of income.

Transportation strategies and travel hacking.
To reduce transportation costs, many digital nomads choose to move more slowly,
staying in one place several weeks or months at a time. Some even choose to stay for longer than
a year, if they enjoy the location or have supplementary commitments such as to a partner or
spouse (Mary, interviewed on January 22, 2019 and Anna, interviewed on January 17, 2019).
Often individuals will budget and save their money to fund their travels, and because their
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schedules are generally flexible, they choose off-peak hours, days, and seasons to move in order
to reduce costs. However, the blog analysis revealed another strategy for significantly reducing
transportation costs, especially in regards to flying. This strategy is known as travel hacking,
where individuals (not just digital nomads) utilize award travel programs to stretch their dollars.
While the options discussed here vary by citizenship, with the most options available to
American citizens, the concept of award travel and its advantages remains a pertinent travel
discussion topic. Advanced award travel, commonly known as travel hacking, is an economical
solution for those without the means to travel. Travel hacking is using reward programs from
airlines, hotels, credit cards, and other companies to build up free or very inexpensive travel
opportunities over a short period of time through miles and points. The fastest method of earning
points is through credit card spending bonuses. For example, a one-way flight to Europe from the
USA costs 30,000 United Airlines miles. An individual can open a United Miles credit card with
a bonus of 70,000 miles if they spend $3,000 in the first 90 days of opening the credit card. If
they earn the bonus, that individual now has two free flights between the USA and Europe. There
are dozens if not hundreds of blogs and forums dedicated to the intricacies of travel hacking. As
technology advanced, and Web 2.0 gained momentum (blogs, social media websites, forums),
loyalty programs offering awards through miles and points exploded from the increased
communication across the globe (Haiyan 2010, Magnini et al. 2011, Kepnes 2013).
According to the U.S. Travel Association (USTA), “Ninety-three million U.S. adults –
and counting – reported using the Internet for travel planning purposes in 2010. The core
products that dominate online trip-planning continue to be airline tickets, lodging, and car rental.
As these products generally make up the bulk of travel expenses, this behavior is not surprising.
In fact, tourists today tend to focus their trip planning around these three key areas, and less on
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planning what happens at the actual destination itself (Xiang et al. 2014:522). “Use of destination
websites is decreasing and, once a destination has been chosen, the likelihood for the traveler to
look further for information about the particular destination will decrease” (Xiang et al.
2014:524). This resonates with the theme of digital nomadism, where it is the ability and act of
traveling that matters, more so than the destination itself.
Throughout the blog analysis, I came across several frequently used terms in regards to
travel hacking. The first was ‘YMMV’. This means ‘Your Miles May Vary’ and is commonly
used in comments and discussions on blog posts. The colloquial essentially means that every
circumstance is different when it comes to award travel, and consistent outcomes should not be
expected for everyone. The terms ‘points’ and ‘miles’ are often interchangeable in discussions,
but the major difference is ‘miles’ relate to airline reward programs and ‘points’ are non-airline
reward programs. However, there are instances where this general rule is not followed by credit
card companies when their points can count towards airline miles. This has resulted in the terms
being interchangeable. The next is ‘status’. When users discuss status, they are usually referring
to loyalty program levels, such as Silver status, Gold status, Elite status, etc. These vary by
loyalty program, but each level of status offers greater perks and rewards. The final term, and
most important, is ‘manufactured spending’. This term is a staple in the travel hacking
community as a double-dip method to earn extra points through credit cards while meeting
minimum spending limits to reach new credit card bonuses (personal notes, May 16, 2016,
unpublished). This method varies by region and its techniques are constantly changing, making
discussion of this topic popular all over the globe. Matt Kepnes (2013) explains manufactured
spending as follows:
“Manufactured spend is the process of buying cash-like products with a credit
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card. You then use these products to pay off the credit card’s balance. The net
cost is only a few dollars in transaction fees, but in return you will earn hundreds
or thousands of points. Basically, you’re creating a closed loop, moving money
around at a small cost in order to gain big (i.e., miles)” (P. 41).

An example of buying cash-like products would be purchasing a MasterCard gift card at
a local grocery store with a credit card. Using our earlier example of the United Miles credit
card, the individual must spend $3,000 in the first 90 days of opening the card to get the 70,000
mile bonus. The individual could purchase three $500 MasterCard gift cards (with an activation
fee of $4.95 each) using this credit card. Then they will “liquidate” those gift cards using a
variety of ever-evolving techniques, and pay off their credit card. Now they have only to spend
just under $1,500 to reach the miles bonus, and 89 days left to do it (or use another manufactured
spending strategy) (personal notes, May 16, 2016, unpublished). Xiang et al. (2014) explain that
there is a dialectical relationship between traveler needs and wants and technology,
“technological development not only supports access to and use of information, but also is driven
by traveler needs and wants. Thus, there are important dialectic relationships within and between
the sociotechnical systems wherein “actors” in these systems influence each other, which
ultimately lead to changes in the structure of the system itself” (Xiang et al. 2014:511). This
dialectic explains why so many blogs discuss travel hacking. As people find loopholes to earn
award travel quickly, the businesses’ marketing strategies will adjust accordingly, closing off
previous award travel opportunities while opening new ones.
An interview respondent, Anthony, explained that his motivation for travel hacking was
to earn enough miles and points for he and his wife to have a wedding in the United States, a
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wedding in China, and a honeymoon in French Polynesia, at minimal cost, as they are both from
middle-class immigrant families. He explained that after both he and his wife collected enough
points through various travel hacking techniques, they were able to travel for both weddings and
the honeymoon for about $400 each altogether (Anthony, interviewed on, January 13, 2019).
Travel-hacking can also be considered a risk reduction strategy in regards to its pursuit by
travelers. As discussed by Björk and Kauppinen-Räisänen (2015), “Decision making is a process
of active deliberation, comprised of a set of stages: need recognition, information search,
alternative evaluation, purchase decision and post-purchase behaviour.” … “Among the various
risk-reduction strategies, such as those relaying on loyalty, image and price factors, acquisition
of information remains a primary means to reduce consumers’ levels of risk and uncertainty,”
(41).
Quintal et al.’s (2010) theory can explain the motivation to travel-hack is also to avoid
certain types of negative risk. The negatively-perceived events by travelers can be grouped into
six types of risks: performance risk, financial risk, psychological risk, social risk, time risk, and
physical risk (Quintal et al 2010:798-799). Of these, travel-hacking can decrease a traveler’s
concern of financial risk and psychological risk. Financial risk is defined as, “related to monetary
losses, such as a paid vacation that goes unused,” and psychological risk, “refers to emotions that
might arise after the purchase” (Quintal et al 2010:798-799). In addition, the virtual travelhacking community can decrease concerns relating to social risk, “a concern linked to the
opinions of others” (Quintal et al 2010:798-799), through thorough discussion and destination
recommendations to use points. Using points and miles to book reward travel can significantly
decrease if not eliminate negative financial and psychological risks of trip planning as minimal
monetary risk from the traveler is involved.
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Further areas for research include the effects of low-cost travel on the destinations and
the cultural brokers. Another further area for research is the spending decisions travel hackers
makes once at a destination. These decisions could include whether money is spent on activities,
local goods, upgrades, or entertainment that would not normally be spent if they paid full-price
for their travel means.

Negotiating borders and living between countries.
It is true that global tourism and worldwide travel have assisted in blurring sociocultural
boundaries, and even making opaque borders become somewhat transparent. However, new
encounters and new experiences have also erected new boundaries within transnational tourism.
Both the traveler’s and the locals’ sense of the world around them is transformed, which
encompasses their self-conceptions, their knowledge, and how they choose to live. Such crosscultural encounters remind us that inequality is entrenched in post-industrial capitalist societies
and that sociocultural boundaries are not natural, but constructed through social practices (Cohen
2015:582).
To bypass border controls, sustain mobile autonomy, and improve their agency, travelers
adopt creative ways to manipulate existing infrastructures; including something Ong (1998)
refers to as ‘flexible citizenship’.
Globalization has made economic calculation a major element of diasporic
subjects’ choice of citizenship, as well as, in the ways nation-states
redefine immigration laws. I use the term ‘flexible citizenship’ to refer
especially to the strategies and effects of mobile managers, technocrats,
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and professionals who seek to both circumvent and benefit from different
nation-state regimes. (P. 136)

Although Ong meant this term to be used in regard to diasporic peoples, use of such tactics is
becoming increasingly common among digital nomads and other lifestyle travelers in their quest
for geographical and occupational mobile autonomy.
The main reasons for flexible citizenship and flexible residency were ease of movement
or for tax purposes. Eric, a German citizen, expressed in his interview that he holds a residency
in Paraguay. When asked why, he stated Paraguay does not collect income tax on money earned
outside of the country. As the owner of a tech company, he manages most of his business online,
and his customers are based in the EU. Additionally, he uses his Paraguay address when a
permanent address is required for various forms or legal documents, even though he does not
actually live at the address.
Multiple citizenships and residencies increase freedom of movement, an ideal embedded
within the digital nomad phenomenon. Several interview subjects referred to this as having a
strong passport, meaning greater access to more countries such as the European Union or nations
where visas are not easy to come by like the United States. Flexible citizenship indicates digital
nomads’ abilities to continuously play-up or down certain aspects of their identity as relating to
global identity politics and cultural differentiation. One could argue this indicates a lack of
interest in the power structures they are a member of and would rather be ultimately freed from
(Kannisto 2016). Furthermore, Cohen (2011) writes, “even though enduring social categories
such as nationality, class and occupation still mediate identity, pluralism and consumerism allow
for a more open appraisal of transient styles of life fashioned around patterns of meaningful
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consumption,” (p. 1538).
Policy changes may be in the future as countries realize the expanding global digitallybased society and the number of transient individuals forced to manipulate current rules guiding
tourism and immigration systems. For example, in an article by Spinks (2018) a new concept of
e-residency is developing in Estonia. Spinks cites Karoli Hindriks, an Estonian and co-founder of
the job search platform Jobbatical, who worked with the Estonian government in forming the eEstonian year-long residency visa. This visa came into existence upon the realization that there
was a population of technology workers who wanted to work, but their main barrier to entry was
proper visa attainment. Those who obtain the visa may legally reside in Estonia for 365 days and
be entitled to a Schengen visa which allows 90-day visits to member countries (Spinks 2018).
Estonia’s virtual or e-residency is meant to offer secure and convenient services to citizens of
other countries who wish to do business within the EU. Estonia hopes to become known for its eservices, just as Switzerland is known for banking (Government of the Republic of Estonia
2018).
Haiyan (2010) explained that web 2.0 technologies, which include social media, blogs,
podcasts, virtual communities, and essentially all forms of virtual communication outside of
static webpages, “provide a powerful platform for ordinary consumers to communicate and share
their experience,” (509). This sharing of experience has allowed for the rise of many virtual
communities, where any number of topics are discussed. For example, in the Facebook group
Digital Nomads Around the World, members discuss a wide range of issues, from the legality of
business operations while changing countries, to the easiest countries to establish a residency, to
how to become a freelancer, to award travel in order to get free flights and hotels. While earning
an income online is at the forefront of how to practice digital nomadism, many other facets are
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involved in its daily practice.

This chapter revealed that the digital nomad practice is wrought with complexities,
strategies, and techniques that enable the choice for location independence. The ability to
separate free time or leisure activities from work is difficult for many digital nomads. This
blending of dichotomies, also referred to as the new leisure, can be seen as a holistic relationship
between work and leisure that allows for agency and intrinsic self-motivation and reduces
hierarchy, domination, and evaluation. This chapter also discussed the strategies employed by
digital nomads in order to earn an income while on the move. These included flexible
employment practices such as freelance and remote work, entrepreneurship, and passive income,
in addition to the ability to maintain a personal budget, work odd and long hours, hold a comfort
with uncertainty, and have knowledge of computers. Earning an income, however, is not the only
facet to managing finances. 88% of the interview participants do not live at a permanent address.
Several techniques for saving money on the move were analyzed, including methods of bartering
services for lodging such as house- or pet-sitting, living in mobile vehicles such as a van or RV,
or using award travel programs to save on lodging and transportation costs. Finally, this chapter
concludes that while the digital nomad phenomenon is a rising trend, negotiating borders and
living between countries has its political challenges despite the expanding connections of a
digitally-based global society. New policies may be in the future with options such as Estonia’s
e-residency, but for now digital nomad practices must remain fluid due to shifting sociopolitical
and economic conditions.
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CHAPTER THREE: WHY CHOOSE TO LIVE ON THE MOVE?
A Conjuncture of Structural Influences
Structural influences and constraints play a significant and unavoidable role in shaping
who we are and our decision-making processes. The roles of structure and agency are ongoing in
identity development, where identity is understood as a social process, one that is shaped (though
not determined) by structure (Hall 1996, Block 2013). According to Block (2013) agency, “refers
to the socioculturally mediated capacity to act,” (p. 128). While interviewing, a stock question
was used, “why did you start traveling?”. The responses were a mix of explanations and
justifications, from personal fulfillment to external motivating factors. What this variety
highlights are that such reasonings do not arise at random. Rather, they can be understood as part
of a dynamic process, just as Hall (1996) and Block (2013) have pointed out, based on culturally
constructed context. Motivation to act, or why digital nomads choose location independence, can
be seen as a pre-condition in the context of the moment. This context is continually transformed
by the dialectic between structure and agency. Ortner (2006) emphasizes that structure arises at
the intersection of dynamic external forces and the individual. Essentially it is conjuncture, a
combination of circumstances, when a number of forces and predicaments at work in social
formation come together (Hall 2011).
As this unconventional way of life gains popularity worldwide, the question of what is
causing individuals to choose to live nomadically is at the forefront. British sociologist, Anthony
Giddens, known for his structuration theory, argued in a recent interview that in a sense, “we are
all migrants now... via digital technology, most of us are in touch on an everyday basis with a
diversity of cultures and opinions. Distance is no longer any barrier to instantaneous
communication,” (Kunushevci and Komlik 2017). This virtual diversity experience, caused by
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globalization processes such as digitalization and the hyper-expansion of the global economy,
are spreading new ideas, meanings, and values across the globe. Combine this experience with
the steady rise and acceptance of remote work and it is no wonder mobile phenomena like digital
nomadism is evolving.
Throughout the study, common themes arose surrounding why individuals chose to start
traveling. These influences ranged from the catching the ‘travel bug’, a common idiom where
someone describes their budding desire for traveling, to political factors where they felt forced to
leave their country of origin. Nevertheless, digital nomads have inarguably been constructed by
political economies. It is also significant to note that along with politico-economic forces,
sociocultural conditions enable or constrain an individual’s mobility.
Such conditions to account for in a hypermobile subject’s profile include citizenship,
nationality, education level, and occupation (D’Andrea, 2006). Twenty-two of the twenty-five
(88%) interviewed work in tech-related industries such as a technology consulting firm, travel
blogger, freelance, online marketing, and/or owning an online business. Of the remaining three,
two work remotely for larger companies and one works as a psychotherapist and holds
appointments online. Nineteen of the twenty-five (76%) hold at least a bachelor’s degree, and
eleven of twenty-five (44%) have dual citizenships or residency statuses in other countries.
Therefore, the individuals’ capability to work in an online remote platform is a structurally
enabled pre-condition before they can even consider life as a digital nomad. On the other hand,
in regards to agency within structural contexts Block (2013) states, “there is a relatively clear
idea of what we might mean by agency, as the individual able to act on, control and even
transform the social worlds that envelope him/her,” (p. 128).
While the desire for travel is undoubtedly influenced by the rapid spread of information
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and ideas that characterize late-modernity, economic and political conditions also play a major
role in shaping individual motives. When asked why she started traveling, Jane, who is age 44
and holds a master’s degree, stated it was due to a major economic recession in Ireland combined
with its high cost of living. “I moved to UK for work after a big recession in Ireland…[that] was
the financial crisis in 2008. I didn’t leave until 2011. Ireland is a very expensive country to live
in. Dublin is more expensive than London.” When pressed further, Jane revealed that Ireland was
heavily impacted as a result of the Great Recession, an economic downturn which began in the
United States due to a housing market crash in 2008. Jane’s choice to leave her home country
can be viewed as a reactionary response to the recession and its resulting economic conditions. In
her interview she referred to it as “brain drain”, where the highly educated were leaving in search
of jobs. “Everybody was leaving. Like I mean every week there was another person out of my
friend group was emigrating. Ireland had about a ten-year period where people started to actually
come home, then once the financial crisis kicked in, we went back to our normal of just leaving,”
Jane stated. She chose to go to London because that is where she was offered a position, and she
spoke the language.
For Jane, the recession violated a trust in societal institutions. This conjuncture of
external economic forces and a need to move for employment led her to reconsider her
willingness to open up to new options and her way of life altogether. She explained that if, “the
prescribed traditional way of life doesn’t always work out, maybe I shouldn’t trust it. Maybe I
should explore new opportunities.” She furthers this notion by placing less value on the
institution of education in the following:
If I was to advise any young people in the UK or in America at the moment about
their choices, I would advise them not to go to university. Why would you want to
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get yourself into that insanity of debt, like insanity, for what? For a degree that’s
probably not even going to get you a job? When you could just spend like $900
on an amazing course that’s going to teach you how to be a coder? You can live
anywhere in the world, work whatever hours you like, you can make as much
money as you like? (Jane, interviewed on January 24, 2019)

At the time of the interview, Jane was in Marseilles, France. She now works as a freelancing
virtual assistant and full-time house and pet sitter. She refers to herself now as location
independent, and does not plan to leave her new lifestyle any time soon.
Jane was not the only respondent whose mobility was influenced by economic recession.
Danny, age 48, is a software engineer and travels throughout the US with two dogs in his RV. He
was in Florida at the time of the interview due to his preference for warmer climates. He chose to
become a digital nomad in 2017. He proclaimed that only in the past year and a half did he begin
to break away from the American Dream, “I wanted to break away from the norm, from the
convention that society tells you you’re supposed to live by.” Before embarking on location
independence, Danny owned a house and worked a traditional 9-to-5 for most of his life, in
which he commuted an hour to work each way. He vocalized his disenchantment with his
circumstances as follows:
I did all that, the ‘American Dream’, buy a house, buy a fancy SUV, you know,
fill up your house with gadgets and big screen TVs and all this stuff and I did all
that. After a while I realized I was miserable, I was deep in debt, I had to spend all
of my free time, which wasn’t a lot because you spend ten hours a week driving to
work, you know, the commute, the grind, whatever you want to call it…and
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maintaining your house, it’s miserable. Then you get home and you’re beat and
you’re cranky and you want to just throw back a few beers and wash off the day,
and then you got to wake up and do it all over again. (Danny, interviewed on
January 24, 2019)

The recession, however, caused Danny to view his life with a new perspective. He began to
question the sociocultural norms he was raised to embrace. This excerpt was taken from our
interview:
I still recall just sitting in this house, way bigger than I needed, and surrounded by
all my stuff, and thinking to myself, ‘is this it? Is this all there is to life?’. When
you’re growing up, everybody says this is what you’ve got to achieve and you’re
trying to keep up with the Jones’s and all that stuff. And then you get there and
you’re like, ‘is this all there is to it?’ I think that was the turning point for me. I
remember thinking, ‘to Hell with this. There’s got to be more to it.’ (Danny,
interviewed on January 24, 2019)

In response to this revelation, he sought out new options. Inspired by the ideas he found
disseminated across the internet and social media, he realized he too could live in an RV or a van
and travel. “just started steering my life in that direction. Selling the house and selling the stuff,
and slowly started making all the changes I needed to make the transition to this kind of
lifestyle.”
Lyle, age 38 and in Chile visiting family at the time of our conversation, was formerly
from Venezuela. He renounced his Venezuelan citizenship after moving to Germany. His family
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felt forced to leave their country due to political unrest. “Venezuela has problems, political
corruption in the last twenty years. Thirty to forty years ago it was a great country, but the
current leader changed everything. The country went from democracy to socialism, a communist
tyranny. Now there are a lot of social problems, we couldn’t stay.” He eventually pursued
German citizenship because it is a stronger passport than Venezuela’s, meaning his German
passport increases the number of countries he is able to visit and for how long. Furthermore, he
no longer considers himself Venezuelan since the country has changed so much. Lyle is yet
another example of how dynamic structural forces, such as the political and social forces
exemplified here, can influence agency and an individual’s self-understanding.
However, focusing mainly on the politico-economic conditions that have propelled
digital nomads to develop mobile strategies only reifies such motivations; thus, presenting global
nomadism as overly deterministic and obscures the individual agency involved. Contemporary
nomads symbolize agency that can defy economic rationale and is informed by cultural
motivations. Many have abandoned material conceptions of status in order to shape an
alternative lifestyle which instead values autonomy, experience, and self-expression (D’Andrea,
2006).
During the interviews, the desire to see the world and experience new people, places, and
cultures was at the forefront. The decision to travel is undoubtedly influenced by the rapid spread
of information and ideas that characterize late-modernity. Smith (1989) stated, “A tourist is a
temporarily leisured person who voluntarily visits a place away from home for the purpose of
experiencing a change” (Smith 1989:1). While this is not entirely universal, this does express
digital nomads’ desire to travel and leave home. In fact, the desire to travel aligns with Graburn’s
(2010) theory of the secular ritual of tourism (p. 26-31). Graburn discusses that a traveler
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experiences the mundane/profane prior to planning a vacation. The traveler experiences pleasure
when planning a trip, as well as during departure. Graburn refers to this as the sacred or liminal
period of this secular ritual. The traveler starts to feel a low, the mundane again, period in
anticipation of the trip coming to an end, and once the trip does end, they may even feel
depression (Graburn 2010:29-30). Digital nomads are an example of individuals extending travel
into a lifestyle.
In the discussion with Sanchia, who was located in Spain at the time of our interview,
stated her desire to become a digital nomad began with a study abroad trip to India. “My
university had a big international program…the first place I traveled to was India due to my
advisor’s suggestion.” After this trip, Sanchia changed her major in order to finish her bachelor’s
degree online so she could continue to travel. However, Sanchia also mentioned her first attempt
at digital nomadism failed. Initially, she had saved money and intended on building a business to
earn an income while she was on the move. After running low on funds, she moved back home
to the United States and created online copywriting courses, which she now uses as a form of
passive income while supplementing her income with work as a freelancer.
Many digital nomads seek to eliminate dissatisfaction with pre-existing structures
(Reichenberger, 2017). Reichenberger (2017) argues that, “the main driver behind adopting this
travel-based lifestyle is a desire to escape inhibiting structures of a traditional, locationdependent working existence. This is considered to leave little time for leisure, often combined
with a perceived alienation or disconnect from work-related tasks,” (Reichenberger 2017:364).
However, the data reveals that while this may be true, the reasons for pursuing digital nomadism
are much more complex. Motivations are part of a dynamic process based on a conjuncture of
shifting external forces and individual choices.
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Negotiating Tensions and Cultural Discrepancies
The choice to live on the move is fraught with challenges. In facing such challenges,
digital nomads must negotiate their sense of identity in order to preserve their mobility and their
sense of freedom. In Chapter One I described the core freedom ideology that shapes this group
into a global collective. Also in Chapter One, we discussed common myths and several actual,
even ideologically contradictory, practices among digital nomads located across the globe. To
further our understanding of the digital nomad phenomenon, we must look at the tensions and
cultural discrepancies encountered between ideology and practice, and how those pressures and
inconsistencies are negotiated in new places as well as back home.
Mary, age 36, has been location independent since 2010, which was before ‘digital
nomad’ was an identity marker. She noted in her interview that she had to find and adjust to
flexible and remote working practices a long time ago. Her husband works as a consultant, and in
order for both to maintain a career, she needed hers to be able to go wherever her husband’s next
consulting job will take them.
Originally Mary is from India, and over the last nine years she, her husband, and their
two young daughters have lived in three countries and nine cities, the most recent being Toronto,
Canada. They spend anywhere from six months to two and a half years in one location. They
usually live together, however there are occasions where they transition separately which can
take time. Mary explained that over the years this lifestyle has taken on new meaning for her, “I
think [digital nomadism] it’s a very cool trend, and it’s nice that we are in a digital age. That is
what enables us to move around as frequently as we wish.” Her interview reflects not only her
sentiments, but indicates that the social context surrounding living and working on the move has
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been transformed even in the last decade. The shift in social constraints and how she manages
social tensions has changed over time. This is made clear in her following statement:
Yes, it’s changed since I started. One is type of opportunities available in terms of
remote options. Nine years ago we had to create them ourselves out of building
trust with people we have worked with in the past and, you know, go into your
network and really mine opportunities for yourself. Whereas now there is a
plethora of options and the amount of people. Before you had to justify what it is
that you did, why you moved around so much and how you earned your living
and everything. But now it is quite acceptable. People know that you aren’t just a
bum sitting on the couch and watching TV since you’re not going into work every
day…People are understanding it is a very productive way to live professionally
as well as personally. It is a serious career choice. A serious lifestyle choice.
(Mary, interviewed on January 22, 2019)

It has been debated that many location independent travelers are looking to gain cultural
capital with their culture of origin through their mobile practices (Mascheroni 2007; Cohen
2011; Molz 2014; Kannisto 2016). This endeavor, however, can present a paradox where their
identity becomes hybridized, resulting in, “reverse culture ‘shock’,” (Cohen, 2011:1545). This
‘shock’ poses problems re-identifying with home, or their origin culture. Such identity
fragmentation can also strongly affect the process of identity formation and meaning building,
causing travelers to adopt a more universalistic identity (Hall 1996; Mascheroni 2007; Cohen
2011).
Another respondent, Marcella, age 29, is an example of this complex. She was born and
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raised in Japan and is currently located in Budapest, Hungary. Her reasons for traveling, while
also socioculturally motivated like Sanchia in the section above, were founded in ethnic
displacement. Marcella attended university in the United States, where she studied architecture.
However, her time abroad changed her self-understanding. Marcella explained that she no longer
feels Japanese as she views Japanese society as oppressive, especially towards women. “Do I see
myself as Japanese? Not so much…I don’t agree with Japanese societal rules. Culturally, yes, I
am Japanese, but the mindset? Less so.” Marcella declared that she actually has no intention of
returning to Japan, and prefers to think of herself as a global citizen. These circumstances,
therefore, influenced Marcella to pursue location independence, along with a love of salsa and a
sense of cosmopolitanism. In fact, Marcella proclaimed that she loves salsa festivals and a major
goal for her is to attend as many as she can. “I go someplace for the festival and look for the
salsa community, but I stay to explore a new location.”
Holland (2012) refers to cosmopolitanism as, “the idea that human beings all belong to
one global community, not just to particular local ones,” (p. 1). According to Holland,
cosmopolitanism is a necessary component of and reaction to, globalization (Holland 2012).
Through engendering global cosmopolitanism, travelers gain useful information about local
cultures which is used to facilitate their social, geographical, and occupational mobility including
knowledge sharing, resources, and skills (Salazar 2011).
The divide separating ideology from practice is inevitably linked to structural constraints
as previously discussed, but tensions between structure and the individual can come from family
members as well. Negotiating such tensions means avoiding them or coming to terms with the
contradictions and pressures they encounter as they travel, in turn transforming their
individuality (Salvaggio 2016:155). In the interview with Marco, age 26, he explained that his
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family is extremely unsupportive of his lifestyle, not because he lives nomadically, but because
he has taken himself off the path they had laid out for him.
In his nation of origin, which he asked to keep disclosed, children usually go directly
from high school to an industry school such as engineering, law, art, business, or the sciences. In
Marco’s case, he went onto medical school, like his father. However, in his home country,
people are not paid as much as compared to the United States, where Marco left home to go and
work. According to INE (2017), the country’s National Institute of Statistics, the average gross
monthly salary is just under 1900 euros, and this includes the medical industry. Furthermore,
Marco began traveling in 2014, one year after his home nation reached an unemployment rate all
time high of 26.94% (Trading Economics 2018), again exemplifying that economic conditions
play a role in motivating digital nomads to travel, albeit sometimes unknowingly.
In light of economic struggles, many of Marco’s fellow citizens want to work for the
State due to job security, “because they felt it was safe,” said Marco. He explained that doctors
are state employees where he is from, and therefore his parents wanted him to be a doctor as
well. However, Marco did not agree, “If you pass the exams, you have a job, but everyone is
going that route because unemployment is so high, and the route is safe.” Instead, Marco was
interested in the technology industry, an industry that is not strong where he is from, but he
taught himself to code anyway.
His coding skills were recognized by a large technology company based in Cupertino,
California, USA, and Marco was recruited to work there. Unfortunately, this caused much
tension between practice and ideology. While Marco did not wish to conform to the path laid out
by his parents and the nation, he also is no longer on speaking terms with his family. In order to
negotiate this tension, he has made several attempts to make his parent’s proud and hopefully
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more understanding, including leaving his job in the USA and publishing a book. However, he
has no intention of leaving the tech industry. Currently, he is running his own business based on
an app that he is developing.
While Marco’s case was more extreme in dealing with familial and sociocultural
tensions, Danny also indicated having to negotiate similar pressures. He stated that his
relationship with his parents is not necessarily strained, but his lifestyle is not supported by his
parents as they can’t understand it. During the interview he mentioned the following:
I think my parents are probably a little bit judgmental. They’re very old school,
very traditional, one-track-minded. Like, ‘this is the way you’re supposed to do
things. You’re supposed to get good grades and get your college degree and work
your whole life and then retire when you’re 65.’ …So they see something like this
and they haven’t outright said, you know, ‘what are you doing? You’re screwing
up your life!’ I mean they haven’t said anything like that, but at the same time
they don’t seem supportive either. It almost seems like they ignore it, that it’s not
happening.” (Danny, interviewed on January 24, 2019)

Given the impressions from his parents, he realizes a contemporary nomadic way of life is on the
margins of social acceptance. Therefore, he often downplays this aspect of himself when he
comes across people not familiar with digital nomadism. This downplay carries over into his
career as well. Danny was able to eventually convince his company to allow him to work
remotely. However, he is careful about what he divulges to his employer as he has not disclosed
his lifestyle change. Danny is concerned the change would not be received well by his company,
and negotiates this tension through under-communicating this component of his identity for fear
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of scrutiny or consequences which may limit his location independence.
Identity can be up- or down- played depending on context and the individual’s ambitions.
Identity is an ongoing process, one that is negotiated over time through interactions (Eriksen
2010). Virtual spaces and digital nomad hubs like Bali, Indonesia or Chiang Mai, China can
provide a place where salient identity markers, such as digital nomadism and the choice for
mobility, can be played up and conferred safely. Through sharing their stories, they are able to
negotiate and maintain their sense of who they are, while confronting and possibly reconciling
structural tensions and cultural discrepancies which arise between ideology and practice.

Mobility, Individualism, and…Loneliness.
The term globalization refers to the transnational and translocal connections that are of
mounting importance and reshaping our social world. Its processes are intensifying cultural,
economic, political, and technological aspects of social life. It is interconnecting them in a
complex manner unprecedented in our history resulting in new risks as well as opportunities
(D’Andrea, 2006). Cultural dissent in Western countries is manifesting itself as the desire to
escape to marginal positions in society as they seem, “to provide better conditions for the
shaping of alternative lifestyles,” (D’Andrea, 2006, p. 99). However, more empirical studies are
needed on remote workers who live location independently worldwide. Muller (2016) expresses
concern that present assumptions regarding digital nomads is not sufficient in order to grasp this
new phenomenon (p. 346).
At the core of the digital nomad phenomenon we find that mobility and individualism are
highly valued as well as interconnected. Mobile culture studies are a new interdisciplinary field
which departs from cultural analysis and examines mobility phenomena, where culture is viewed
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as an inherent movement (MCSJ 2019). Mobility is the result of motility, where people are
capable of and interested in movement (mobility is the actual movement). Salazar (2011) claims
that, “mobility is a contested ideological construct involving so much more than mere
movement,” (p. 576). Where mobility studies explore the movement of ideas, objects, as well as
people, and the wide-ranging social implications those movements may have (Sheller and Urry
2006). Cohen (2011) argues that, “globalization, with mobility as a crucial characteristic, is
leading to different ways of understanding identities and relating to place.” (p. 1535-1536).
Individualism is considered the freedom to act outside of state or institutional control. It is the
habit of favoring independence and self-reliance. Beck (1997) refers to individualism as,
“disembedding of industrial-society ways of life…and re-embedding new ones (Beck 1997, as
cited in Block 2013). Block (2013) clarifies this by explaining that individualization, “means the
disintegration of the certainties of industrial society as well as the compulsion to find and invent
new certainties for oneself and others without them,” (p. 51).
For digital nomads, globalization has opened doors for occupational and sociocultural
change, self-reliance, and mobility, where mobility is engendered as more than physical
displacement. It is also their strategy for self-identification post-nationalism as well as economic
sustainability. Globalization forces are reshaping our understanding of work and incomegenerating activities in a late-modern era, characterized by hypermobility and individualism. For
these individuals, rapid change represents positive opportunities and being without such
prospects would challenge their self-understanding (Eriksen and Schober 2016). Digital nomads
are an example of, “making social and cultural identities sustainable in a world where change is
unpredictable,” (Eriksen and Schober 2016:3).
Many digital nomads often seek solidarity with like-minded individuals, such as
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expatriates in the area, fellow neo-nomads, or virtual communities in hopes to engage in their
own or similar to their own cultural preferences and routines with others (personal observations
2019). By utilizing collective spaces, whether they are virtual or corporeally ad hoc, digital
nomads are able to reflect on their individual experiences with one another, reevaluate
conceptions of what digital nomadism should be, reshape their identities, and reassess the
interpreted meanings encompassed within the freedom ideology.
Unfortunately, these types of interactions do not seem to be enough to offset the need for
a community. An unforeseen pitfall of mobility and individualism is loneliness. Nineteen of the
twenty-five (76%) interviewed for this research claimed feeling some sense of loneliness on the
road. This included feeling removed from friends and family members’ lives, cultural
displacement, and a surplus of friendships with fellow travelers that cannot grow past initial
superficial stages due to constant changes in location.
Furthermore, an indirect indication of the loneliness theme was the amount of time
subjects were willing to be interviewed. While recruiting participants, the interview was
advertised to take about twenty to thirty minutes. However, only four interviews remained even
close to this timeframe, the shortest lasted twenty-five minutes and the longest lasted three hours
and seven minutes; the average interview lasted one hour and eighteen minutes. The loneliness
was made immediately apparent in their eagerness and reluctance to end the conversation. This
alludes that something else was taking place than just the transferring of information. They were
really yearning for a human connection."
As mentioned before, certain spaces allow people to safely over-communicate their
digital nomad identity, and I suspect the interview platform was one of those spaces. This
suggests that opportunities to interact openly and freely about living location independently are
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lacking. While virtual communities do exist, the data proposes they do not provide enough
interaction to form a sociality and to instill a sense of belonging in mobile subjects.
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CHAPTER FOUR: IS DIGITAL NOMADISM SUSTAINABLE?
The Answer? Yes and No.
When I first embarked on this research journey, the question of sustainability was at the
forefront. At the time, I was concerned with discovering if one could truly live without a
permanent residence and maintain a consistent source of income. What I discovered is that there
is much more to the idea of sustainability than financial stability. Therefore, the answer to
whether or not digital nomadism is sustainable is a resounding yes…and no. While there are
many techniques and strategies available on how to survive and thrive as a digital nomad, there
is little information on how to develop and maintain deeper human connections while living on
the move. Nineteen of the twenty-five digital nomads interviewed (76%) indicated that they felt
lonely while traveling. Economically, the digital nomad way of life is sustainable, but the data
revealed that more meaningful human interactions and a sense of social solidarity is missing,
making it unlikely individuals will choose to continue a completely nomadic existence.

A Divide in Existing Literature on Virtual Communities and Emotional Fulfillment
Upon initially exploring the digital nomad phenomenon as a research topic, the existing
literature surrounding mobility was very persuasive that virtual communities can fill the need for
community and social solidarity for mobile subjects, thus evoking the impression that digital
nomadism was supported through online-based sociality. Loneliness, while occasionally present
in the blog content analysis, did not arise as a transparent theme. Throughout the interview
process, however, loneliness continued to be a persistent and surprising finding amongst the
participants. While all respondents stated they anticipate digital nomadism to be sustainable
long-term, on an individual basis and as a rising phenomenon, the loneliness finding required
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more analysis. In this process, another examination of the existing literature was conducted
outside of mobility studies, focusing on general virtually-mediated interactions, such as through
Facebook, and potential for loneliness. I found there is conflicting literature on whether
technologically-mediated communities provide a sufficient collective identity to meet emotional
needs, or if they increase alienation.
There is considerable literature that supports virtual communities as emotionally
fulfilling. Mascheroni (2007) argues that virtual mobility has opened numerous doors across the
globe, among them the abilities for virtual networking (relationship development), online
identities, and virtual communities. These virtual abilities have contributed to a mobile sociality,
one that has enabled and reified location independence. Mascheroni (2007) explores the
convergence of travel and communication and its resulting emergence of, “a mobile and network
sociality,” (Mascheroni 2007:527). Digital nomadism reflects what Anderson (2006/1983) calls
an “imagined community,” (p. 1). A community that has been socially constructed through
cultural homogenization, or shared characteristics such as symbols, ideas, and values diffused
globally through technological means, and perceive themselves as a member of that group, even
though many will never meet one another.
Mobility studies explore movement; movement of ideas, objects, capital, as well as
people and the wide-ranging social implications those movements may have (Sheller and Urry
2006). The relationship between mobility and media is regarded as reciprocal in that, “online
interactions are characterized by the reciprocity and gift economy typical of face-to-face
encounters,” (Mascheroni 2007:535). As new media are a product of the rising mobility of social
life, they also, “pluralize mobility both through the ‘doubling of place and social relations’,”
(Mascheroni 2007:528-529). Essentially, for perpetual travelers, virtual places double as a sense
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of community or home along with empowering social relationships and networking. Moreover,
studying virtual mobile relationships holds the implication of studying boundary arrangement
and rearrangement, including the concepts of ‘home’ and ‘away’ (Mascheroni 2007:529).
Furthering the notion of emotional fulfillment through online interactions, Banyai and
Glover (2012) stated, “virtual communities are described as groups of people who exchange
information and ideas through Internet bulletin boards and networks” (p. 268). Mascheroni
(2007) elaborated that individuals like the digital nomads’, “sociality is clearly a network
sociality, in that it is centered on the individual and finds a ‘material support’ in the internet and
mobile media,” (Mascheroni 2007:528). Xiang et al. (2014) proclaimed that, “social networks
and online communities that support sharing of products reviews, photos, and videos have given
rise to a new social DNA of the network society” (p. 512). This new social DNA has formed into
a mobile sociality dedicated to modern nomadic mobility. This leads to the argument that virtual
or online communities have developed a multi-purpose. That in addition to a source of revenue
and communication, virtual communities fulfill the need for a sense of belonging and
connectedness, which may be lacking on the road. They provide a sense of community that
transcends time and space across the globe, further enabling globally-connected identities, such
as the digital nomad, to position itself within a global society (Hall 1990).
After further review of existing literature surrounding online interactions and loneliness
outside of the mobility focus, an alternative viewpoint arose that does not support virtual
communities as emotionally fulfilling. According to Margalit (2010), building relationships that
go beyond the superficial is difficult inside the virtual medium alone. The internet as a social
medium does facilitate communication across the boundaries of time and space, making it that
much easier for mobile individuals like digital nomads to maintain close ties with friends, family,
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and their network peers (Margalit 2010, Usta et al. 2010). However, there is also research that
discloses that virtual connections alone are not suitable substitutes for interpersonal interactions,
that feelings of alienation and exclusion can persist. The same can be said for communicating
with people one does not know well. For digital nomads, it is difficult to maintain relationships
with fellow nomadic travelers due to their mobility preference. While temporary interactions can
be fulfilling in the context of the moment, they do not necessarily offset emotional states of
alienation and exclusion as the relationships do not go beyond the superficial (Margalit 2010).
Factors such as time and distance appear to exacerbate such feelings.
Margalit (2010) described loneliness as a distressing experience, “it signals the existence
of a failure in the valued area of personal perceptions and interpersonal relationships,” (p. vii).
She explains that in the era of late-modernity, there is a pressing need for constant connectivity,
whether it is through emails, texts, or simply the incessant cell phone checks even when out in
public. At the same time, there is also a growing need for individualism which encourages,
“independent mind-set trends,” and provides a greater number of opportunities for, “individual
choices of living, working, dressing, and leisure activities,” (p. vii). Usta,et al. (2010) suggested
that it is not internet communication that makes people feel lonely, it is the prevention from
socialization; the lack of meaningful and reliable face-to-face interactions.

Interview Data Suggests Virtual Communities are Emotionally Unfulfilling
It is evident from Chapter Two that being a digital nomad is financially sustainable.
However, the end of Chapter Three revealed that digital nomads often feel lonely despite the
paradox that they are always connected via the internet. “My job is great, but also loneliness is
the worst part,” stated Marco, age 26, who is an app developer and business owner. He feels that
he is still close to his friends and is able to make friends easily. However, the friendships made in
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transience can often lack depth.
Tobias, age 34, who travels with this partner, Sarah, age 35, inclined that his loneliness
was heightened when he was reminded of his friends and family back home. He realizes that he
and Sarah are missing out on the small but important moments that bring people together, such
as birthdays, weddings, and the daily happenings that strengthen human bonds. Both he and
Sarah mentioned they get tired of each other as their only source for a deeper human connection.
When this happens, they will venture out wherever they are living at the moment to meet new
people. This can be accomplished by frequenting bars catering to expatriates or through other
means like volunteer work. However, friendships made in this way are temporary, they only
exist in the context of the moment as everyone moves on in separate directions. Scenarios such
as this were common amongst those interviewed. This reveals that my data is supported by the
later existing literature declaring virtual communities to be emotionally unfulfilling. Although,
virtual communities can support strategies and networking related to practicing digital nomadism
as seen in Chapter Two.
While loneliness was less apparent in the blog content analysis, this theme was extremely
prominent during the interview process. This was indicative of a lack of interpersonal
relationships and interactions in which digital nomads could identify with and relate to others
outside the virtual realm. Current attempts at a location independent sociality, such as virtual
communities, digital nomad conferences, digital nomad hubs, and ad hoc get togethers do not
appear to fulfill the emotional need to belong and maintain strong relationships within a shared
community setting. Nevertheless, the contention between constant virtual connectedness,
expressive independence, and loneliness has and will remain a topic of debate for future study
(Scherer 1997; Young and Rodgers 1998; Margalit 2010).
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Semi-Nomadism, the Future of Digital Nomadism?
The interview data revealed that those currently practicing digital nomadism feel it is a
sustainable phenomenon. However, many recognized that its practice will most likely change
over time with technological advancement, migratory policy initiatives and other unforeseen
structural influences. More research is needed to elucidate what shape that future may take.
However, the blog analysis was able to provide some insight combined with the interviews, as
blog posts can reveal temporal data. In a blog post made by Matthew Karsten, he explains why
he does not plan to continue being a digital nomad. These reasons included fatigue from
constantly moving over a seven-year period, lifestyle exhaustion from lack of routine while
trying to balance work and travel, the lack of meaningful connections with other travelers, and a
paradox of unproductivity. He explains that if you are focused on your travels your work falls
behind, but by focusing on your work you ignore the locations you’re living in, all while trying
to plan out where to go next. However, at the end of his post Karsten states:
I now realize that I prefer location independence over fully nomadic living.
Because there’s a difference. Location independence simply means you are free to
choose where you live, not stuck living somewhere you hate because of a
particular job. Being a digital nomad means you’re always traveling, with no real
home. (Karsten 2019)

Considering the previously discussed global cosmopolitanism, constant identity
manipulation and reformation relating to identity politics, and frequent exposure to new
ideologies, values, and cultural meanings from life-on-the-move, all of these factors can take
their toll on transient individuals. Lifestyle mobilities can cause suffering for some due to a
homing desire paradox (Cohen 2011 2015, Molz 2014). This homing paradox encompasses the
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need for place; to share experiences, manage relationships and feel an element of ‘sameness’ and
stability.
Meanwhile, nomads’ identities have been hybridized by incorporating into their own selfconceptions the ideologies, practices, and values of the lifestyle traveler subculture, resulting in
reverse culture shock upon a return ‘home’ to their country of origin (Cohen 2011:1551). Cohen
states that reverse culture shock occurs, “amongst international sojourners as resulting from a
cultural clash in which a repatriate has incorporated values and behaviors of a host culture into
her/his identity.” (Cohen 2011:1545).
Hall (1990) elaborates on hybridity by stating that identity conceptions, “live with and
through, not despite, difference,” (p. 235). Identities are constantly constructing and
reconstructing themselves, “through transformation and difference,” (p. 235). Furthering his
statements, Hall (1990) regards that a traveler identity is similar to all social identities in that it is
based on a belief of what one is not in relation to the Other,” (p. 235). Therefore, digital nomads
can maintain their mobile identity while also embracing their need for place and stability. What
does this future look like, one might ask? One option is semi-nomadism.
An example of semi-nomadism can be found on the popular blog titled Nomadic Matt.
Matt is a self-proclaimed digital nomad who has been traveling since 2006. Matt transitioned to
semi-nomadism, which involves traveling several months each year as opposed to year-round, in
2012. The following excerpt from the blog expresses Matt’s motivations for adjusting his
lifestyle from nomadism to semi-nomadism:
But as I got stuck in Sihanoukville writing my book, my mind realized what my
heart knew long ago: the end had come. My life and desires have changed.
Whereas those travelers in Sihanoukville wake up to nothing but a day at the
beach, I wake up to conference calls, blogs, and work. After 68 months, I desire a
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kitchen, a gym, and a set life—not more movement.

I once wondered if it was possible to travel for too long. Could one spend too
much time traveling alone? Could one live without roots for so long that they
became rudderless? I thought so then, and I still think so now. (Kepnes 2012)

For Kepnes, nomadism had become the mundane, the ordinary, causing him to feel depression at
the end of his journey, but also the need for change (Graburn 2010). Not all digital nomads
endeavor to be nomadic endlessly, despite not quite having an end in sight. Characteristics of
mobility include fleeting friendships as well as relationships and leave an individual desiring to
share their experiences with someone whose relationship is of more substance.
Brandon, an interview respondent who is a self-employed tech consultant and public
speaker, age 32, travels very frequently. He remains in one place for a few weeks at most. In
fact, while trying to schedule to our interview, he changed countries from the US to Israel, and
during the interview he mentioned he was already planning for his next destination. He envisions
himself slowing down eventually, but not for another four or five years. He explained that he
would like more stability, even a relationship, but his current practices inhibit both. In a study by
Cohen (2015) highly mobile participants argued a “need” for home, even one that is multi-sited
(p. 164). With the freedom ideology remaining at the core of location independence, a multisited semi-nomadic way of life may provide balance for digital nomads who feel they are in need
of rootedness and routine.
The findings within this discussion chapter suggest that while there are numerous
techniques and strategies for mobile sustainability economically, neo-nomadism is not always
emotionally fulfilling and often results in loneliness among digital nomads over time. There is a
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need for meaningful and salient interaction that can transform into deeper, maintainable,
relationships with other individuals and shape a sense of social solidarity that appears to be
currently lacking within this group. The majority of the digital nomads interviewed stated having
trouble going beyond superficial interactions with others due to their mobile lifestyle choices.
Whether loneliness impacts majority of digital nomads as a result of cultural background
requires additional research. Furthermore, more research is needed to determine if virtual
communities can fulfill this emotional void.
The existing literature is divided as to whether virtual communities can create an onlinebased sociality which provides support to mobile subjects like the digital nomads. At present,
this project revealed that while these individuals can identify with one another online, outside the
virtual realm relationships can lack depth and individuals lack a sense of belonging. This resulted
in high rates of loneliness expressed amongst interview participants. Therefore, over time
individuals will most likely shift from their completely nomadic way of life into one of
impermanent mobile phases or semi-nomadism. Semi-nomadism involves increased rootedness,
routine, and community (such as establishing a permanent residence) while maintaining the
choice for location independence.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This thesis focused on the identity construction and practice of the growing digital nomad
phenomenon. Digital nomads are unique individuals from societies with an advanced economy
and an advanced technological infrastructure. Their daily practices are evolving into a global
phenomenon that is shaped by late-modernity and globalization. Digital nomads assume a digital
coexistence through remote work opportunities online that enable an economically sustainable
new location independent lifestyle, one without a permanent address. Processes of change known
as globalization are upsetting pre-established central structures and undermining the once stable
institutions that secured modern society. Individuals of late-modernity are now forced into a
social world without an anchor. This progressive weakening of social foundations also leads to a
breakdown in systems of belonging and belief which help shape our individual and collective
identities (Dominici 2014:281). However, digital nomads grasp these changes as new
opportunities previously unavailable within, and unguided by, their institutional systems. The
daily practices of these individuals are embedded within economic, political, and sociocultural
forces that enable and constrain the digital nomad’s mobile autonomy.
Digital nomads constitute a rising mobile trend that is significantly under analyzed. Hall
(1990) explained that the existence of digital technology mediates our behaviors, practices and
our perceptions across different domains. In doing so, digital technology influences our ways of
engaging, sharing, perceiving, and ‘becoming’ in the world around us. This raises a number of
questions about who we are in a digital age, the uncertainties and opportunities associated with a
digital coexistence, how and why those opportunities may be pursued, and our understanding of
the individual and community on a global scale. This thesis addresses these concerns through an
exploratory research approach and using mixed qualitative methods. This included assessing
digital nomad origins as an evolved variant of the backpacking subculture, common values of
mobility, travel, and technology which bring this group together, motives for choosing this
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lifestyle alternative, and the sustainability of its current practice.
Data was collected by means of a preliminary blog analysis and semi-structured
interviews. Identifying and understanding a displaced group of constantly mobile individuals,
such as digital nomads, has its challenges. As Mouratidis (2018) pointed out, “studying digital
nomadism ethnographically inevitably belongs to the digital world,” (p. 20). The digital sphere
enables this phenomenon and obtaining interview participants without “going global” proved
nearly impossible. Additionally, this study’s interview sample was limited to those who
responded to the Facebook posts calling for participants. As a result, the participants interviewed
for this study were scattered throughout the world and hailed from a variety of countries.
Such a sample population undoubtedly had an impact on my analysis and the project as a
whole. First of all, discourse is shaped by cultural context and institutional structure (Kannisto et
al. 2014). All participants in my sample came from societies with an advanced economy which
also had an advanced technological infrastructure and were individually well-educated. Second,
each individual experience is mobile, fluid, and depends upon such contexts (Mouratidis 2018).
Using this globally-dispersed sample identified several differentiating trends within the global
phenomenon which will lead to new areas of focus for future research.
The differentiating trends identified by this study within the digital nomad global
phenomenon were in relation to cultural backgrounds, nationalities, marital status, and level of
education. Such differences reveal that digital nomadism is not homogenous. For example,
which identity categories were more salient to the individual was related to their nationality of
origin. Comparatively, significant patterns or differences did not arise within the interview
population from aspects such as gender or age. More research is needed to determine if such
factors play a significant role in the digital nomad phenomenon.
The theoretical foundations of this study were centered on practice theory, structuration
theory, as well as discussions surrounding cultural identity. Three self-identification categories
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were used by participants, each with distinguishable meanings, tensions, and uses: location
independent, digital nomad, and global citizen. The key element that bonds this group together is
the freedom ideology; an ideological sense of occupational and geographical freedom gained by
eschewing previous sociocultural constraints in favor of other conditions which allow for more
individualized control. This desire to govern one’s own path is also indicative of late-modernity
which presents a climate of general mistrust towards institutional systems, both formal and
informal. Analysis of the responses also revealed a relationship between individualism, mobility,
and loneliness. The data suggests that participants are constantly searching for a sense of
belonging, for a community to generate social solidarity. Unfortunately, digital communities
alone do not appear sufficient in this task, and constant movement presents a barrier to more
meaningful relationships. This results in a need for deeper non-computer-mediated human
interaction, and eventually the decision to become semi-nomadic. Findings suggest that the act of
living in a fully neo-nomadic manner is indeed economically sustainable, however more research
is needed to determine its emotional sustainability over time.
The four questions which guided the research were divided into four discussion chapters.
Chapter One addresses who the digital nomads are and what shapes them into a collective. The
major findings from this chapter were that digital nomadism is heavily linked to societal
privilege and individual advantage. Furthermore, these individuals are not a youth travel
subculture as backpacking is usually painted, nor are they living the commodified stereotype
with a life of constant leisure and ever-relaxing on sandy beaches. Instead, these are welleducated individuals from countries with developed economies, who age from their mid-twenties
and into their fifties, some married even with children, seeking a mobile way to live and work
without a permanent address. The data revealed that oftentimes, their daily lives do not much
differ from those with a sedentary lifestyle. Another major finding discussed in Chapter One was
the use of three salient identity categories. These included digital nomad, global citizen, and
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location independent.
Chapter Two is concerned with the actual practice of digital nomads. This chapter
ethnographically explores how digital nomads are able to live nomadically. It describes various
strategies for managing a life on the move. Occupational strategies, lodging techniques, reduced
cost transportation strategies known as travel hacking, and how they manage international
borders and living in different countries are discussed in this chapter. There is a difference
between technology (objective tools) and technique (culturally learned skills). This distinction
highlights the cultural dimension of mobile practices, between lived experience and
technological mediation. Mobilities scholarship, which interlinks migration, transport, and
tourism studies, attempts to address the many new issues and discourses at the local and global
levels. The increasingly widespread systems and processes of mobility are intertwined with
institutional powers, powers which enable as well as constrain movement. Through predicament
and opportunity, new globally-mediated mobilities such as the digital nomads are, “unequally
actualized across multiple domains and fractures of social life,” (D’Andrea et al. 2011:150).
Chapter Three analyzes the motives for choosing location independence. This question is
concentrates on why people are choosing to live on the move. The research revealed that motives
are embedded in a process of structural influences and agency, along with the tensions digital
nomads must negotiate in order to pursue their mobility and individualism. A major finding from
this chapter was that individual choice for mobility is connected to structural influences, but
there is a relationship between individualism and mobility that results in loneliness.
The final chapter, Chapter Four, asks whether or not living as a digital nomad is actually
sustainable long-term. Chapter Two established that in fact the way of life is economically
sustainable. Nevertheless, loneliness was a strong theme throughout the interview process. The
existing literature is divided as to whether or not digital platforms and virtual communities can
meet a person’s emotional needs for connection, community, and a sense of belonging. While
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loneliness was not overpowering or crippling for these individuals, it led several respondents to
question if they would choose to live as a digital nomad indefinitely. Therefore, the need for a
deeper human connection is not being fulfilled. Digital nomadism is economically sustainable,
even becoming more socially acceptable as remote work options increase, but it does not appear
to be emotionally sustainable. Considering the high value placed on motility, their ability to
move independently or as D’Andrea (2006) states, “routes over roots,” (p. 107), rather than
eliminate their mobility completely, digital nomads may shift to a semi-nomadic model over
time.
While this research contributes to an anthropological understanding of this growing
contemporary neo-nomad phenomenon, more information is needed. The digital nomad
phenomenon is still very new and much needs to be considered to better understand what bonds
this dynamic group together and how the future of global and digital coexistence will be shaped.
One area of interest is the children of digitally nomadic parents as a point of future research.
Would they share a collective identity as their parents did? What values and beliefs might be
most salient? How global contemporary nomadism affects the second generation will
undoubtedly be a new turn in mobile culture and cultural identity studies.
An additional consideration is social responsibility. Digital nomads travel to multiple
countries and can stay for weeks to months at a time. More research needs to be done to analyze
the impact neo-nomads have on these places, especially places which draw a large number of
nomads, such as Bali and Chiang Mai, where locals have potentially been priced out of living in
these locales. This includes considerations in which digital nomads use a country’s resources but
do not pay taxes.
Another area for future research is the intersection of mobile culture studies and flexible
working practices, such as remote work, becoming a more accepted framework (BLS 2015,
Radocchia 2018). According to an article in Forbes, freelance workers are predicted to be the
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majority of the workforce in the United States by 2027 (Radocchia 2018). Reasons for this shift
in working practices include advancements in telecommunications technology, the ability to
operate in more functional way for the individual, and the ability for employers to recruit talent
worldwide, rather than limiting themselves to a local pool of applicants. What also makes this
shift interesting is that majority of freelance workers do not receive benefits, nor are they
considered full-time employees. Despite this dearth in workers’ rights, already we have seen a
rise in remote work, also referred to telework, options. In 2005 1.8 million Americans worked
remotely, and in 2018 4.2 million Americans worked remotely, a 133% increase
(GlobalWorkplaceAnalytics 2018). This emerging technological and cultural trend must be
analyzed in conjunction with the rise of mobile phenomenon in late modernity.
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FOOTNOTES
1
Late-modernity: An era marked by global capitalist economies and the development of global
societies. This era is characterized by rising privatization of services and by the information
revolution which accounts for current social, economic, and technological trends (Harris, 2004,
p. 3).
2

Postmodern era: Society’s economic or cultural condition as it exists after modernity
(Jameson, 1991, p. 27). NOTE: This is not a reference to the postmodern paradigm
3

Neoliberalism: The idea that the global economy favors free-market capitalism; that the
global economy is becoming increasingly privatized.
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APPENDIX A: BLOG LIST FOR INITIAL CONTENT ANALYSIS
Blogs used for initial content analysis.

Blog Name
A Dangerous Business
A Luxury Travel Blog
Adventurous Kate
Almost Fearless
eTramping
Family On Bikes
Fox Nomad
Go Backpacking
LandLopers
Legal Nomads
Migrationology
Never Ending Voyage
Nomadic Samuel
Solo Traveler
That Backpacker
The Everywhereist
Expert Vagabond
The Planet D
Travel Dudes
Twenty Something Travel
Uncornered Market
Wandering Earl
Wandering Educators
Wandering Trader
Y Travel Blog
The Runaway Guide
The Professional Hobo
2 backpackers
The Aussie Nomad
Extra Pack of Peanuts
Monkeys & Mountains
Bacon is Magic
Goats on the Road

Website
http://www.dangerous-business.com/
http://aluxurytravelblog.com/
http://www.adventurouskate.com/
https://www.almostfearless.com/
http://etramping.com/
http://familyonbikes.org/blog/
http://foxnomad.com/
http://www.gobackpacking.com/Blog/
http://landlopers.com/
http://www.legalnomads.com/
http://migrationology.com/
http://www.neverendingvoyage.com/
http://nomadicsamuel.com/
http://solotravelerblog.com/
http://thatbackpacker.com/
http://www.everywhereist.com/
https://expertvagabond.com/
http://theplanetd.com/
http://www.traveldudes.org/
http://twenty-somethingtravel.com/
http://www.uncorneredmarket.com/
http://www.wanderingearl.com/
http://www.wanderingeducators.com/
http://wanderingtrader.com/
http://www.ytravelblog.com/
http://www.runawayguide.com/
http://www.theprofessionalhobo.com/
http://2backpackers.com/
http://www.theaussienomad.com/
http://extrapackofpeanuts.com/
http://monkeysandmountains.com/
https://www.baconismagic.ca/
http://goatsontheroad.com/
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APPENDIX B: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
1.

Why did you decide to start traveling?

2.

How long have you been traveling?

3.

Do you see yourself on the move in six months, 1 year, 5 years?

4.

What is your educational background? Your family’s educational background?

5.

How do you know when it is time to leave a location?

6.

How do you see yourself? That is, do you identify with a nationality, ethnicity, class or
occupation?

7.

Do you have a permanent residence?

8.

Does your family support your decision to travel?

9.

Do your friends support your decision to travel?

10.

What is your heritage? Do you see yourself as this?

11.

New way of life or temporary phenomenon?

12.

How can you afford to travel?

13.

What do you take into consideration when planning for your next location?

14.

What do you take into consideration for when you are on the road?

15.

Do you have dependents? (I.e. children, pets)

16.

Do you travel solo, with a partner, a group?

17.

Are there issues crossing into new countries? If so, how are those handled?

18.

What makes you feel like people care about you?

19.

Would you mind telling me about your friendships with other travelers?

20.

Would you mind telling me about your relationships with your close friends or family
members?
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21.

When you are not in transit, what does your daily routine look like?

22.

What do you do when you first arrive at your destination?

23.

How would you describe your occupation and your role?

24.

Do you ever feel at risk or unsafe?
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APPENDIX C: INTERVIEW PARTICIPANT LIST
Interview Participant’s Pseudonym:
Location at time of interview:
Nationality of Origin:
Current Citizenship Status:
Residencies Obtained:
Gender:
Age:
Year Started Traveling:
Time On-the-Move (years):
Length of Interview (minutes):

Victoria
Amsterdam
Netherlands
1, EU (Netherlands)
0
F
27
2014
5
37

Interview Participant’s Pseudonym:
Location at time of interview:
Nationality of Origin:
Current Citizenship Status:
Residencies Obtained:
Gender:
Age:
Year Started Traveling:
Time On-the-Move (years):
Length of Interview (minutes):

Tobias
Phillippines
Israel
3, UK, EU (Israel), USA
0
M
34
2017
1.5
80

Interview Participant’s Pseudonym:
Location at time of interview:
Nationality of Origin:
Current Citizenship Status:
Residencies Obtained:
Gender:
Age:
Year Started Traveling:
Time On-the-Move (years):
Length of Interview (minutes):

Sarah
Phillippines
Israel
1, EU (Israel)
0
F
35
2015
4
86
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Interview Participant’s Pseudonym:
Location at time of interview:
Nationality of Origin:
Current Citizenship Status:
Residencies Obtained:
Gender:
Age:
Year Started Traveling:
Time On-the-Move (years):
Length of Interview (minutes):

Sanchia
Canary Islands
USA
1, USA
1, Spain
F
28
2017
2
54

Interview Participant’s Pseudonym:
Location at time of interview:
Nationality of Origin:
Current Citizenship Status:
Residencies Obtained:
Gender:
Age:
Year Started Traveling:
Time On-the-Move (years):
Length of Interview (minutes):

Michelle
Hobart, Australia
Australia
1, AU
0
F
28
2017
2
53

Interview Participant’s Pseudonym:
Location at time of interview:
Nationality of Origin:
Current Citizenship Status:
Residencies Obtained:
Gender:
Age:
Year Started Traveling:
Time On-the-Move (years):
Length of Interview (minutes):

Maya
Bali, Indonesia
Indonesia (Java)
1, Indonesia
0
F
26
2018
1
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Interview Participant’s Pseudonym:
Location at time of interview:
Nationality of Origin:
Current Citizenship Status:
Residencies Obtained:
Gender:
Age:
Year Started Traveling:
Time On-the-Move (years):
Length of Interview (minutes):

Mary
Toronto
India
1, Indian
1, Canada
F
36
2010
9
33

Interview Participant’s Pseudonym:
Location at time of interview:
Nationality of Origin:
Current Citizenship Status:
Residencies Obtained:
Gender:
Age:
Year Started Traveling:
Time On-the-Move (years):
Length of Interview (minutes):

Marcus
Chiang Mai, Thailand
Germany
1, German
1, Thailand
M
37
2017
2
57

Interview Participant’s Pseudonym:
Location at time of interview:
Nationality of Origin:
Current Citizenship Status:
Residencies Obtained:
Gender:
Age:
Year Started Traveling:
Time On-the-Move (years):
Length of Interview (minutes):

Marco
Madrid, Spain
Spain
1, Spain
0
M
26
2014
5
187
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Interview Participant’s Pseudonym:
Location at time of interview:
Nationality of Origin:
Current Citizenship Status:
Residencies Obtained:
Gender:
Age:
Year Started Traveling:
Time On-the-Move (years):
Length of Interview (minutes):

Marcella
Budapest, Hungary
Japan
1, Japan
1, Hungary
F
29
2018
1
110

Interview Participant’s Pseudonym:
Location at time of interview:
Nationality of Origin:
Current Citizenship Status:
Residencies Obtained:
Gender:
Age:
Year Started Traveling:
Time On-the-Move (years):
Length of Interview (minutes):

Lyle
San Pablo, Chile
Venezuela
1, EU (German)
1, Cypress
M
38
2017
2
82

Interview Participant’s Pseudonym:
Location at time of interview:
Nationality of Origin:
Current Citizenship Status:
Residencies Obtained:
Gender:
Age:
Year Started Traveling:
Time On-the-Move (years):
Length of Interview (minutes):

Karen
Dallas, TX, USA
USA
1, USA
0
F
29
2019
0.5
44
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Interview Participant’s Pseudonym:
Location at time of interview:
Nationality of Origin:
Current Citizenship Status:
Residencies Obtained:
Gender:
Age:
Year Started Traveling:
Time On-the-Move (years):
Length of Interview (minutes):

Johnny
London, England
Germany
1, German
1, UK
M
44
2009
10
52

Interview Participant’s Pseudonym:
Location at time of interview:
Nationality of Origin:
Current Citizenship Status:
Residencies Obtained:
Gender:
Age:
Year Started Traveling:
Time On-the-Move (years):
Length of Interview (minutes):

Jim
NY, NY, USA
USA
1, USA
0
M
36
2006
13
47

Interview Participant’s Pseudonym:
Location at time of interview:
Nationality of Origin:
Current Citizenship Status:
Residencies Obtained:
Gender:
Age:
Year Started Traveling:
Time On-the-Move (years):
Length of Interview (minutes):

Jessica
USA/Bali, Indonesia
USA
1, USA
0
F
41
2009
10
57
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Interview Participant’s Pseudonym:
Location at time of interview:
Nationality of Origin:
Current Citizenship Status:
Residencies Obtained:
Gender:
Age:
Year Started Traveling:
Time On-the-Move (years):
Length of Interview (minutes):

Jenny
Puerto Escondido, Mexico
USA
1, USA
1, Mexico
F
37
2018
1
74

Interview Participant’s Pseudonym:
Location at time of interview:
Nationality of Origin:
Current Citizenship Status:
Residencies Obtained:
Gender:
Age:
Year Started Traveling:
Time On-the-Move (years):
Length of Interview (minutes):

Jane
Marseille, France
Ireland
1, EU (Ireland)
0
F
44
2008
11
117

Interview Participant’s Pseudonym:
Location at time of interview:
Nationality of Origin:
Current Citizenship Status:
Residencies Obtained:
Gender:
Age:
Year Started Traveling:
Time On-the-Move (years):
Length of Interview (minutes):

Eric
Majorca, Spain
Germany
1, EU (German)
1, Paraguay
M
37
2013
6
25
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Interview Participant’s Pseudonym:
Location at time of interview:
Nationality of Origin:
Current Citizenship Status:
Residencies Obtained:
Gender:
Age:
Year Started Traveling:
Time On-the-Move (years):
Length of Interview (minutes):

Dillan
USA
USA
1, USA
0
M
51
unclear

Interview Participant’s Pseudonym:
Location at time of interview:
Nationality of Origin:
Current Citizenship Status:
Residencies Obtained:
Gender:
Age:
Year Started Traveling:
Time On-the-Move (years):
Length of Interview (minutes):

Danny
USA
USA
1, USA
0
M
48
2017
2
166

Interview Participant’s Pseudonym:
Location at time of interview:
Nationality of Origin:
Current Citizenship Status:
Residencies Obtained:
Gender:
Age:
Year Started Traveling:
Time On-the-Move (years):
Length of Interview (minutes):

Brandon
USA/Israel
Israel
2, Israel, Czech Republic
1, Panama
M
32
2014
5
66

138
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Interview Participant’s Pseudonym:
Location at time of interview:
Nationality of Origin:
Current Citizenship Status:
Residencies Obtained:
Gender:
Age:
Year Started Traveling:
Time On-the-Move (years):
Length of Interview (minutes):

Anthony
Germany
Germany
1, German
0
M
37
2016
3
28

Interview Participant’s Pseudonym:
Location at time of interview:
Nationality of Origin:
Current Citizenship Status:
Residencies Obtained:
Gender:
Age:
Year Started Traveling:
Time On-the-Move (years):
Length of Interview (minutes):

Anna
Ukraine
England
1, EU (England)
0
F
30
2015
4
86

Interview Participant’s Pseudonym:
Location at time of interview:
Nationality of Origin:
Current Citizenship Status:
Residencies Obtained:
Gender:
Age:
Year Started Traveling:
Time On-the-Move (years):
Length of Interview (minutes):

Amanda
Bali, Indonesia
Germany
1, German
0
F
29
2018
1
154
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Interview Participant’s Pseudonym:
Location at time of interview:
Nationality of Origin:
Current Citizenship Status:
Residencies Obtained:
Gender:
Age:
Year Started Traveling:
Time On-the-Move (years):
Length of Interview (minutes):

Alecia
England
England
1, EU (England)
0
F
28
2018
1
45
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EDUCATION
2018-present

Ph.D. Sociology, in progress
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, NV

2016-2019

M.A. Anthropology
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, NV

2009-2012

B.A. Anthropology
The Ohio State University
Columbus, OH

RESEARCH INTERESTS
In modern social theory the topic of identity is heavily debated. In the past, more solid
identities provided stabilization for the social world, but are now abating, allowing new much
more fragmented identities to take their place. Processes of change causing this crisis of
identity, known as globalization, are upsetting pre-established central structures and
undermining the once stable institutions that secured modern society. Individuals of latemodernity are now forced into a social world without an anchor. The once familiar cultural
landscapes of class, gender, sexuality, ethnicity, and nationality are transforming, and with it
our processes of identity formation must constantly be re-negotiated to offset the doubt and
uncertainty that characterizes this postmodern era. Some individuals grasp these changes as
opportunities, and embrace the uncertainty as a renewed sense of freedom. Among these is the
growing population of digital nomads. A community of individuals who embrace a digital
coexistence; who are geographically independent of home or office.
HIGHLIGHTS
• Exceptional verbal and nonverbal communication
• Skilled in conflict resolution
• Excellent organization and time management
• Strong international cultural awareness and sensitivity
• Project management and process improvement skills
• Ability to manage complex spreadsheets
• Trouble-shooting skills from comprehensive technical background
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TECHNICAL SKILLS
• Comfortable in Windows (XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10), Mac, iOS (Apple), and Android
platforms
• Proficient in Microsoft Office: Word | Excel | PowerPoint | Visio
• Adobe CC: Photoshop | Illustrator | InDesign | Acrobat Pro | DreamWeaver
• GIS
• Sony Action Cam Movie Creator
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE/RESEARCH APPOINTMENTS
Graduate Assistant | August 2018 – present
Department of Sociology
• Fall 2018, Teaching Assistant for SOC 403 (Research Methods)
• Assisted with course maintenance in Canvas
• Graded class homework assignments
• Planned and taught weekly labs associated with sociological
research methods
• Spring 2019, Teaching Assistant for SOC 421 (Classical Theory) and SOC 422
(Contemporary Theory)
• Managed course materials through Canvas
Graduate Research Assistant | August 2016 – July 2018
Office of the Vice Provost for Undergraduate Education, Academic Assessment
• Departmental Course Evaluation reports
• Assisted is designing, planning, and creation of approximately 788
Course Evaluation reports when reporting software could not be used
• Collaborated independently with Computer Science Department to
create a script which improved project timeline by 4 weeks
• Manage ongoing projects for the Office of Academic Assessment including:
• Updating records of annual assessment reports submitted by faculty
• Managing Academic Assessment website
• Website was selected as NILOA's featured website for July
2017
• Distribution and maintenance of Graduating Senior Exit
Survey each semester
• Assisted in writing report that was submitted to
NWCCU (Northwest Commission on Colleges and
Universities), UNLV’s regional accreditation agency,
during 2017 accreditation visit
Volunteer Research Assistant | May 2015 – October 2016
• Gathered data on 323 current NBA basketball players with Twitter accounts
to use for analysis of dyadic social network data using a multilevel modeling
approach
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• Harvested data before and throughout the 2015-2016 NBA season
• NodeXL, a network analysis and visualization software with social media
network data importers, was used to harvest data
Guest Speaker

Mount St. Joseph University, January 29, 2015, Intercultural Communications

WORK EXPERIENCE
Aug 2016 – present Graduate Research Assistant, Office of the Vice Provost for
Undergraduate Education, Academic Assessment, UNLV, Las
Vegas, NV
Manage ongoing projects for the Office of Academic Assessment
including:
• Updating records of annual assessment reports submitted by
faculty
• Managing Academic Assessment website
• Website was selected as NILOA's featured website for July
2017
• Distribution and maintenance of Graduating Senior Exit
Survey each semester
• Assisted in writing report that was submitted to NWCCU
(Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities),
UNLV’s regional accreditation agency, during 2017
accreditation visit
Member of team selected to design, plan, and create departmental
Course Evaluation reports for Fall 2017 evaluations
• Assisted is designing, planning, and creation of approximately
788 Course Evaluation reports when reporting software could
not be used
• Collaborated independently with Computer Science Department
to create a script which improved project timeline by 4 weeks
• Manage ongoing projects for the Office of Academic Assessment
including
Aug 2016 – present

GPSA Graduate Commons
Operate the Graduate Commons in UNLV’s Lied Library.
A space dedicated solely to graduate students on UNLV’s
campus.

Nov 2015 – Jul 2016

Sales Representative, Recreational Equipment, Inc. (REI), Henderson,
NV Encouraged fellow outdoor enthusiasts and ensured optimal
performance and comfort by recommending the best gear and locales
for their interests.
• Educated customers of outdoor activities and proper
gear in multiple scenarios
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• Assisted customers on the sales floor and through REI
sponsored workshops
Dec 2013 – Sept 2015

Project Coordinator, WestRock, Cincinnati, OH
Developed and maintained ongoing relationships with customers
and sales staff. Managed customer pricing requests, purchase
orders, new projects, and project maintenance.
• Assembled project data from various sources for
successful formal presentation and implementation
• Resolved customer complaints and issues efficiently, often in
less than 30 minutes
• Liaison between customers, plant personnel, and sales team
• Initiated technological advancements within office, cutting
down paper usage by 37%
• Supported office staff with hardware, software, and other
technological needs and advancements
• Developed New Item Process Flowchart for improved
communication and accountability; decreased new project
processing time by 2 days

Jul 2012 - Dec 2013 Project Manager, geoAMPS, LLC, Powell, OH
Met operational objectives of Product Support and Development
departments. Planned, organized, scheduled, and managed release
cycles for software products and the Development team.
• Provided quality customer service to all clients
• Promoted from entry level to management in less than 1 year
• Managed seven individual client accounts (average 5 per
specialist); 3 by client request
• Team lead of four employees, which implemented QA, and
organization strategic plans for software release cycles
•Strong documentation skills and ticket maintenance (Kayako and
TFS)
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